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I Howwer, the chairs and floor lamp
have quite a bit of that mid-century charm. I like the giant floral pattern on the nearest chair, and the
paton the shade of the floor
lamp is also nice. You don't see red
lamp shades every day, but this
Our second view shows a
one goes well with the red chair!
(Although it would seem that the
room would be bathed in a sea of
red when that lamp is used!)
The woman's dress, while not so
crisp and fonnal-looking as those
light fixturethat strongly resembles a large bat spreading its wings. in the previous Mew, is also a colorful example of the style of the

I of their clothes and hair is a lot of

times.

This slide was mounted in a
'Kw& Mount" slip-in mount made
by the Armme Company, m a g o ,
USA. It is unlabeled, but other
olldes from this same photographer
show dates ftom 1952 into the
later '50s. Most of his slides were
apparently shot near where he
lived and worked, in a suburb of
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. ma

is column combines a love of stereo
photography with a fondness for 1950s-en
styling, design and decor by shating amateur
stereo slides shot in the "golden age" of the
Stereo Realist--the late 1940s through the
earn 1960s. from dothing and hairstyles to
home decor to modes of tmnsportation, these
frozen moments of time show what things
were really like in the middle of the twentieth
century If y o u k found a classic 50s-em slid
that yw wauM like to share through this
column, please send it to: Fifties Flavored
Finds, 5610 SE 71st, Portland, OR 97206.
Ar space allom, we will select a couple of
images to reproduce in each issue. This is not
o contest- j u s t a p k e to share and enjoy.
Plcase limit ywr submission to a single slide.
If the subject, date, location, photogmpher or
other details are known, please send that
along too, but we'll understand if it's not
available. Please indude return postage with
ywr slide. Slides will be returned within 6 to
14 weeks, and while we'll treat your slide as
carefuIIv as our own, Stereo World and the
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Filming through special 3 - 0 mirror snorkel lenses, the crew of the Large Format 3-0
film Bugs! was able to capture close-ups like this of active insects in Borneo and England. On /MAX size screens, some creatures end up being magnified 250,000 times
their normal size. Like Into the Deep (1994) and Galapagos (1999) Bugs! seems
destined to become a classic of live action Large Format 3-0 film. More images and
details of the production are found in Lawrence Kaufman's review "Watch Out for
3-0 Bugs!" on page 6.

Back Cover:
"Dr. A. Conan Doyle, in his tent at Bloemfontein, South Africa" (No. 11832 by Keystone). Conan Doyle, the creator of Sherlock Holmes and The Lost World, served as a
doctor in the Army medical corps in South Africa, was subsequently knighted for his
efforts, and wrote a popular history of the war. One of 21 historic views in part 2 of
Richard C. Ryder's two-part feature "Kimberley, Ladysmith, & Mafeking: A Tale of
Three Sieges" on page 14.

EDITORSNEW
ometimes it's possible to truly
have too much of a good thing,
especially when it comes to
sharing the space between the covers of a magazine. Our recent 48page issues-have managed to
encompass a lot of the backlog of
material waiting and needing to be
published, but coverage of the
2003 ISU Congress had to wait for
space in this issue and the more
extensive coverage of the 2003 NSA
Convention in Charleston will
(finally) appear in out next issue.
While there are several fascinating articles in various stages of
preparation, please don't get 'the
idea that more aren't needed!
There is always a shortage of articles, especially on vintage views or
equipment, in the two to four page
size and on practical tips for the
care and use of stereo cameras
from the Realist era. Reviews of

S
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Comments
and Observations
]ohn Dennis

recent software for the digital
manipulation of various 3-D formats are a constant need, and we
could really use someone to regularly surf the web for new (or old!)
3-D related sites of special interest
that offer useful information or
feature an unusually good selection of easily browsed stereo
images, vintage or modern.
Many members whose "issues
remaining" number hit "02" on
last issue's address label will have
received renewal letters (somewhat
delayed by the need to print new
forms with the revised dues structure), by the time this issue arrives.
If you didn't immediately send in
your renewal, this would be a good
time to go through your desk, find
the form, and get it in the mail
before the paper detritus of the
holiday season's aftermath buries it
hopelessly. The material already

lined up for the first few issues of
our 30th volume is not to be
missed, and includes information
and images that will excite both
collectors and shooters.

That Directory form...
If you haven't returned that yellow questionnaire insert from Vol.
29 No. 5, there's still time to let us
know your collecting or shooting
interests. In order to make the NSA
2004 Membership Directory as up to
date as possible, we need everyone
to respond with all the current
information they want to share.
The more responses we get, the
more useful the Directory will be
for all. If you do not wish to be listed in the Directory, check the box
that will be found at the bottom
of the next renewal card you
receive. ese

I

Upcoming Stereo Conventions
NSA

(National Stereoscopic Association)

www.stereoview.org/convention.html

30th NSA Convention:July 7-12,
2004 at the Doubletree Jantzen
Beach in Portland, Oregon.
Contact Diane Rulien:
Website: www.nsa2004.coml
31st NSA Convention:July 15-17,
2005, DallasIFt. Worth area
(Irving, Texas)
Website: htt~://2005.nsa3d.orgl
32nd NSA Convention:July
2006, Miami, Florida.
33rd NSA Convention:July 1015, 2007 (Possible additional days
on the 16th and 17th for field
trips). Boise, Idaho; Joint ISUINSA
meeting.
Contact David W. Kesner:
drdave@ddd~hoto~raphv.com
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ISU

(International Stereoscopic Union)

htt~://stereosco~v.com/isu

15th Congress: September 14-19,
2005 in Eastbourne, UK.
16th Congress:July 10-15, 2007
in Boise, Idaho, USA (ISUINSA see above).

PSA

Stereoscopic Society (UK)
www.Stereosco~icSocietv.org.uk

The Stereoscopic Society (UK)
Annual Convention: May 21-23,
2004, Moat House Hotel, Harrogate, UK.ese

s

(Photo,graphicSociety of America)

Correctio

www.psa-vhoto.org
PSA International Conference
of Photography: September 6-11,
2004, Thunderbird Hotel and
Confernece Center, Bloomington, Minnesota.

Dates of two very Important
stereo events were incorrect in
our previous issue. The 2004
NSA Convention in Portland
begins on Wednesday, July 7,
not the 8th, as printed in
"Upcoming Stereo Conventions" on page 3. As convention
events start early Wednesday
morning, you should plan on
arriving Tuesday. Dates for the
2005 ISU Clongress i
bolurne, En gland arc
~er
14-19, not 7-11.

SPIE

(International Society for
Optical ~ngineeringj
'

www.stereoscouic.org
Stereoscopic Displays and
Applications Conference and
Demo Session: January 19-21,
2004 at the Santa Clara
Convention Center, Santa Clara,
California.

Don't Miss These Fascinatinq Articles
That Will Kick Off Our 30th4volume
Lost Village Found!

Saving A Special Viewer

W

The restoration of a mid 19th
century stereoscope wouldn't ordinarily be news, but the viewer covered in our upcoming article may
possibly have been used by Abraham Lincoln's son, daughter-inlaw and grandchildren. "...To View
Once More" by Paul C. Juhl
describes the discovery of a Becker
style viewer (designed to hold 72
stereographs for viewing through
two sets of lenses) in the HarlanLincoln House Museum in Mt.
Pleasant, Iowa. Robert Todd Lincoln, his wife and three children
stayed at the house, owned by his
father-in-law James Harlan, frequently through the 1870s and
80s. The author arranged to have
the viewer restored for use by
museum visitors, photographed
the project, and tied in the history
of the house and its assorted occupants. r'r3

hat may at first sound like a
story from the jungles of Borneo actually comes to us from the
wilds of the English countryside
thanks to a dedicated stereoview
collector and researcher. The small
village stereographed in the early
1850s by noted photographer T.R.
Williams for his very collectible
series "Scenes From Our Village"
had eluded identification for over
145 years until three decades of
true "history detective" work paid
off. Our not-to-be missed feature
"New light on T.R. Williams: 'Our
Village' found at last!" by Brian
May explains how the mystery was
solved and includes examples of
Williams' fine views as well as
views of the largely intact village
in 2003.
"THE BLACKSMITH'S SHOP" by TR.
Williams from his early 1850s series
"Scenes From Our Village".

A pair of Canon Elura digital video
cameras rigged for 3-D videography.
The shape of the cameras allows
them to be close enough for a 2.5
inch lens separation, and you can
see stereo through the viewfinders!

The ins, outs, ups and downs of
digital stereo photography-both
still and video-are covered in
"3-Digital Digital Digital" by Ron
Labbe. This isn't a tip sheet on the
hottest new digital cameras or
printers, but an in-depth look at
the projection side of digital 3-D by
someone with considerable experience in the field. Digital projection
is a growing aspect of the NSA
Stereo Theater at conventions, and
Ron covers its practical and
impressive potential in detail.

Did Abraham Lincoln's grandchildren
use this 72 card stereoscope on visits
to their maternal grandparents'
house in Iowa?

Explore the World
of 3-L) Imaging, Past & Present, i n

only

$32

a year from:
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n my final year as President of the National Stereoscopic Association, 1 would like to take this opportunity to thank the numerous
donors who have contributed to our ever-growing organization.
The generosity of our members continues to be our most significant resource for extra revenue enabling us to complete many
worthwhile projects. Our excellent magazine Stereo World and our
annual convention continue to be funded through our general
membership fees and your donations help with so much more!
It is a pleasure for me to see that interest and support of our
association remains so high each and every year and to honor
those members who have provided extra financial assistance to our
organization. [A total of $9,578 from the 392 donors listed here.]
For your information, a new membership directory is being prepared and will be sent out in 2004. Recently, 1 conducted a general
membership survey to gather opinions from our diverse membership. These surveys will be tallied and the results presented in Stereo
odd. Your inout will be utilized to better serve the manv faces
I
within our 3-D community.
With newer computer equipment our publication now presents
full picture covers and better images within the magazine. We are
trying to provide our membership with more color images and will
continue to present color in as many issues as possible.
More events have been added to our growing annual convention and we are adding an additional day to the 2004 event for
even more 3-D fun and camaraderie. In 2007 we will host a joint
convention with the International Stereoscopic Union in
Boise, Idaho.
A great deal of appreciation goes
out to our unpaid volunteers
who have been working
so hard to produce
such wonderful conventions each and
every year. The Stereo
Club of Southern California with Lawrence Kauf'.
man as Chairman and Mike
Aversa as Co-Chairman in 2002, the
recent 2003 Charleston, SC convention
with Rill Moll as chairman and the
upcoming Portland, OR convention
in 2004 with Diane Rulien as chair
are examples of outstanding work
done by local stereo clubs
viduals dedicated to promoting
NSA. It seems that each convention provides more opportunities for projection, displ
buying/selling of stereo
Contributions includ
.:.i,~3,,vv,~
:,'I:;
the annual renewal (an additional $10, $20 or more) help in
promoting NSA and assisting
regional directors in hosting local
meetings. Also, it assists the work done
by the Holmes Library. The NSA website is constantly changing and.we are now providing more information
regarding area 3-D events. Please check it out: www.stereoview.org .
We are always looking for articles for Stereo World. A regular
shooters column is something we desperately need and has been
the one item most requested on our recent survey. We try to continue to maintain an equal balance of articles reflecting the interest
of all members from the photography and collecting communities.
Please feel free to contact John Dennis about submitting an article
and sharing your stereo interests.
The Officers and Roard of Directors of the National Stereoscopic
Association continue their efforts to insure that you receive the
highest quality publication and services for your generous donations. Of course, we serve the association without compensation
and do so based on our mutual love of all things 3-D!
If you have comments or ideas you would like to contribute
please feel free to write and let us know. We are here to serve youour members.
Mary Ann Sell,
President, National Stereoscopic Association
5804 Piper Glen Drive
Maineville, OH 45039
5 13-494-2901
E-Mail: vrnrnasell@cinti.net
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Yatch Out for 3-D - ~ g s !
D

review by Lawrence Kaufhan

B

ugs! (2003) is an amazing large
format (LF) stereoscopic film. It
has an entertaining story, great
cinematography and it is a joy to
watch. Like Space Station 3-0
(2002), it will likely continue to
open and play in LF 3-D theaters
for years to come. Bugs! will startle
and enthrall audiences of all ages
as it uncovers surprising sophistication at the foundation of the
food chain.
Earth is dominated not by
humans but by insects and has
been for the last 400 million years.
We share our planet with an insect
population so numerous that its
combined weight is twelve times
greater than that of all humans.
And Bugs!, a live-action nature
drama filmed in awe-inspiring,
totally immersive 3-D, highlights
the extraordinary world of insects,
focusing on the life cycles of a
preying mantis and a butterfly
from their birth to their inevitable
encounter in the tropical rain
forests of Southeast Asia where
predator meets prey.
More than 40 tropical insects are
featured. We view hundreds of
worm-like baby praying mantids
burst from an egg case, captured in
minute detail for the first time in
LF 3-D; we see a caterpillar hatch
from a single tiny egg (an eleven
hour pupation) to metamorphose
into a butterfly (after 10 days in its
cocoon). The emergence of the
beautiful butterfly from its
chrysalis is in a single 1.5-minute
continuous take. We watch as a

its dinner (the sound effects are all
too believable). An ant drinks from
a raindrop. One virtually translucent "critter" took extra time and
tests to find the correct lighting so
he could stand out. A variety of
other tropical insects make their
way across the gigantic screen,
(some magnified 250,000 times
their normal size) as well as tarantulas, scorpions, vipers and jungle
nymphs. A million bats flit
through the jungle in search of
insects, which they consume
nightly by the ton. It's survival of
the fittest. Bizarre, alien and beautiful, insects are an endless source
of fascination. Yet theirs is a secret
world of which most people have
little knowledge. Bugs! brings their
minuscule world into our laps to
explore the miracle of its success.
From metamorphosis to mastery,
community to concealment.
Proving that it is a breakthrough
LF film, Bugs! "broke through" the
entire slate (fourteen entries) at the
2003 Large Format Cinema Association's (LFCA) Film Festival
(www.lfca.org) to win the award for
best of show at the festival. Bugs! is
narrated by the distinguished English actress and Oscar winner
Dame Judi Dench. The film was
Shot on location in Borneo and in
a purpose-built studio in Oxford,
England. Producers Phil Streather
and Alexandra Ferguson (from
England-based Principal Large Format), Executive Producer Jonathan
Barker (from SK Films, Canada),
who had also served as Executive
producer on three previous 3-D LF

Jnoormng close-up roorage or ~nsecrs
in their Borneo habitat sometimes
required suspending the 70mm
lwerks camera rig from a framework
with ropes and straps, then guiding
it between boulders along a river.
Chris Parks 82002 Image Quest 3-0.

films: Into The Deep (1994),L5: First
City in Space (1996) and The Hidden
Dimension (1997); along with cinematographer Sean MacLeod
Phillips (one of the world's leading
stereographers and 3-D cinematographers) were on hand to accept
the award.
Phil Streather had been
announcing the film for at least
the previous four LFCA conferences. But the film itself had gone
through its own metamorphosis. It
was originally conceived as a short
3-D LF film. The story idea was
rewritten after Streather met with
The Film Consortium, the Film
Council and other groups of LF
theater operators. With the concept and story idea, Streather with
Jonathan Barker searched for backers. After they had unsuccessfully
courted another major pest company with n f f ~and
~ s counter-offers

..........................................
0 Giant Screen Bugs
Limited 2003.
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@ Giant Screen Bugs
Limited 2003.

..........................................
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0 Giant Screen Bugs
Limited 2003.

Title Sponsor Terminix seemingly
just happened upon the scene. But
with backers and theaters lined up,
it was still necessary to produce
the film.
Technical Academy Award winners Peter D. Parks and Image
Quest 3-D used state of the art 3-D
snorkel lenses to focus on hatching
eggs, insect nests and transforming
larvae. Spectacularly versatile, the
lens can move within an inch of
the ground, dive down holes and
slide into miniature gaps. Visually
stunning shots were recorded with
one of the world's most advanced
optical benches and aerial imagery

..................................................................
Setting up a shot in front of the long
right and left tubes of the 3-0 minor
snorkel lenses.
~ w l rP&

o 2002 ~mcrgc~ u a3-0.
t

systems. Check out Image Quest's
website were many of these images
have been archived:
bttp://www.~-uest3d.com/Buns/.

Additionally in September, 2003,
the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences (AMPAS)
announced that the "Series of Four
Separate but Integrated Macro/
Micro 8/70 & 15/70 3-D Camera
Heads" (Image Quest 3-D Ltd.) was
one of fourteen scientific and technical achievements selected for
review and consideration for the
76th Academy Awards
(www.oscan.org). The Scientific and
Technical Awards will be presented
February 14,2004.
After many months of research
and false
shooting began in
and around Borneo during the hot
and humid summer of 2002. After
six weeks of fighting the rains (in a
rain forest-who knew?), the crew
packed up, including the shack set
that had been built in Borneo and
moved to the studio near Oxford,
England for up to ten more weeks
of shooting. Warwick Vardy-the
bug wrangler, Gillian Burke-the
specialist researcher and the tiny
insect zoo joined rigorously accurate lifelike sets that were assembled in the studio to enable tracking moves through the desert, rain

forest and a pond. Green-screen
digital visual effects were applied
to create a richer depth of field,
truly enhancing the remarkable
close-ups. Time-lapse photography
helped show the unique process
and illustrate every transitional
stage of metamorphosis. Predatory
stalking is dramatically highlighted
in slow motion.
The film was budgeted at a modest (for a 3-D LF film) $9 million;
costs were kept down by shooting
entirely with 8 perf, 70mm cameras. The final release prints were
blown up to 15/70. The Post Production Supervisor Rick Gordon
(RPG Productions Inc.) was quick
to point out that the post-production cost was easily twice a regular
LF film.But every penny was well
spent, because we are treated to a
film that is completely free of any
eyestrain.
Rick Gordon and Sean Phillips
discussed many of the hurdles that
they had to overcome during the
LFCA 2003 Technical Session. They
showed before and after footage
and also showed some humorous
clips of different slates that were
used during filming. A highly
inventive one that Phillips came
up with-for a hyper shot had a
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ngress
lnbmimd by Bob A w e

e Stereo Club Francais hosted
the 14th ISU Congress in
Besan~onfrom 28th May to
2nd June 2003.
Following the format of previous
ISU Congresses there were a number of display areas and other sidefeatures alongside the main core of
projected stereoscopic shows.
These varied from interesting but
amateur offerings to shows that
were truly professional in every
sense. There were some comments
regarding technical aspects of the
projected images, and that will be
covered later. Amongst the "side-

?"

sr~ows"were stereo films and
stereo video, holograms, lenticular
prints, artists' works incorporating
stereoscopic vision, etc etc on display, and a range of suppliers were
on hand to exhibit their wares.

The 3-DTheater
The range of subjects covered by
the projected slide shows was vast,
and there really isn't any point in
trying to describe them to those
that didnlt see them. If you did see
them, a glance at the program will
surely remind you!
With regards to the technical

issues, there is a total lack of compatibility amongst the synchronization systems currently in use.
Stumpfl cables are only for
Stumpfl. Bassgen Apex cables
won't even work with the Bassgen
UX-Plus and so on, and which
meant that the team led by Daniel
Chailloux had had to assemble an
awesome array of equipment. On a
4 meter long projection stand they
had installed a pair of 400 watt
RBT projectors for slides in the
41x101 sized mount and at least 12
carousel type projectors for various
styles of 2x50~50projection.

The "Tonneauscope"
rotary slide viewer built
into a wine cask provided the ultimate
French 3-0 experience.
The wheel to the right
of the lenses changes
the image while the
headphones provide
stereo sound.
(Stby Dovld Storhman)
..........................................

....................................................
A Papa New Cuinnea
Mantis Shrimp from lohn
Roil's First Place winnina
show "In the Seaa. tak&
wlth the Pennings
M4imMIYA camera (a macro
stem carnem made from a
Morn@ 645 camera) which
&se/f mm the ISU award for
"8at Commercial Product."
The Mantis Shrimp is deceptively powerfvl, with a
punch as powerful as a .22
crrliber bullet. It can easily
punch a hole in the port of
an underwater housing, or
take your finger off!

8
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On the lower deck of the stand
there was equipment to play audio
on CD, cassette, compact flash etc.
all connected to a single mixer and
instantly available. Two radio
microphones catered for
announcements from the stage or
the projection booth.
A table behind the projectors
was labeled with positions for each
of the shows in a session, where
the slides and soundtrack could
instantly be located when needed.
Members of the audience, waiting
whilst a show is set up, are frequently unaware of this complexity of equipment in use, and it is to
the credit of the ISU audience that
there were no signs of impatience!
Something that was commented
on was image sharpness. It turns
out that the powerful 400 watt
Simda projectors have the polarizers in the projector after the slide
which means that there is a little
extra heat at the slide, and the film
physically distorts unless a glass
mount is used. The RBT projectors,
on the other hand, have the polarizers before the slide, so there is
less distortion of the film. The RBT
projectors also have a superb autofocus mechanism. These features
mean that glass mounts are unnecessary. In fact, a number of slides
showed evidence of moisture having been absorbed by the emulsion--but this was visible only on
the semi-glassed mounts. It should
-
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repor of on RBT 513-0 C a m . (stem bv Dwld Stadman)
................................................................................................................................................................
be noted that Daniel Chailloux
had recommended that all shows
using the 2x50~50system be
mounted in glass, and authors
who followed this advice were
rewarded by sharp images On the
screen.
If it were required to make a criticism of the projection sessions, it
would not be leveled at the ~rojection staff, but rather at the authors
of the shows. Vmally every show
have been reduced by 20%
or more, and the removal of some
images would have resulted in
tighter, better shows. Less, in this
case, is very much more!
But so much for my thoughts!
What did other people think?

Glenys O'Neil's Impressions
This was a very special Congress
for me as it was my h t - a n d
probably only--congress as the
First Lady of the ISU.In this situation, I naturally had a completely
diierent perspective to my usual
one of a normal member. I found
it
hectic (last-minute writing
of labels for prizes; ironing shirts
using a chimney
and hotel
towel for an ironing board), sometimes tiring (slowly falling asleep
over a gin and tonic after the 1 s t
show of the evening), but always
enteanu.
I was impressed with both the
organization and the technical
projection. Very few things went
wrong: my compliments to those

' p ~ l pw)~
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ISU Awards and News
Shows
Awards for the top five 3-D presentations were
announced at the closing banquet, held in the same
ornate theater where the shows had been projected. First
and second place went to John Roll (USA) for "In the Sea"
and "Yellowstone". Third place went to Al Sieg (USA) for
"Provence". Fourth place went to Takashi Sekitani for
"Fireworks". Fifth place went to Charles Couland (France)
for "My Favorite Butterflies".

Equipment
The hurriedly organized first-ever competition for the
best new 3-D equipment innovations had four categories:
Robert Leonard's camera sync box and Wolfgang
Kuhr's multi format viewer shared the award for "Best
Product made by an Amateur for Personal Use."
Daniel Gelezeau's kite rigged with two cameras for aerial stereos got the "Most Ingenious Product" award.

Monte Ramstad's Pokescope viewer was named "Best
Product Available for Purchase and Most Useful for ISU
Members."
Tom Pennings' elegant MAcroMlYA multi-magnification
camera (used by john Roll for "In the Sea") won for "Best
Commercial Product."

New Officers
Approximately 250 people attended the 14th Congress,
about 22 of them from the U.S. Elected at the Union
Counsel Meeting were Bob Aldridge (UK) President; Mary
Ann Sell (USA) Vice President; Klaus Kemper (Germany)
Secretary; and Stephen O'Neil (Switzerland) Treasurer.

Next Congresses
The 2005 ISU Congress will return to Eastbourne, England, Sept. 14-19. See http:llstereosco~v.com/isuL.
The 2007 ISU Congress will be combined with the NSA
Convention in Boise, Idaho, July10-15. Contact

drdave@ddd~hotoara~hv.com
. OtD

~

c

-

&

Elder statesman of French stereo /eon Soulas, I& aims a Pokescope viewer at a laptop stereo pair during the Equipment Competition. The viewer was named "Best product 4wilabIe for pu~haseand most useful for ISU members. " (photo by Susan finsky)

cult, demanding and very tiring
jobs! And the highlights I'll always
remember-f
course the shows.
But even more the opportunity to
meet so many 3-D enthusiasts and
exchange experiences with themroll on Eastbourne 2005!

Karel Wolf from the
Czech Republic
I found stereophotography in
January this year when my father
showed me some old reel-viewers
from Meopta and an old Belplasca.
And because I make flat sideshows
of my trips to exotic countries
(Mexico, Guatemala, Indonesia,
Bolivia) we realized it could be
interesting to make 3-D slide
1 shows like our very new IMAX cinema has just started showing...but
everything changed when I realized that almost nobody does 3-D
photography in my country, Czech
Republic. Many people are
involved in 3-D imaging on computers, but nobody offers shows
for the public. So I started to be
very interested in 3-D. I have subscribed to the photo-3d mailing
list and some other lists and realized that, if the ISU Congress was
in Australia last time, I am very
lucky that it is in France this year!
I really should not miss the opportunity to go to Besanqon and meet

10
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many professionals
It was a pity, that the club doesnlt have more younger people!
Also there were very few sideshows
on travel to South America and
Asia. From Asia only Robert
Bloomberg did a high quality
show. And also nobody tried to
compose a show with alternating
emotional music and live speech.
In such a shows there could be
humor and a few jokes for the
audience. That would be my
choice, if I do a slideshow for the
congress.
I also enjoyed the equipment
competition, where I saw many
interesting ideas implemented in
reality. For me, the best item
shown was the Pokescope because
I always have problems freeviewing stereo pairs on my computer.
With the Pokescope, I can see the
space immediately. Thank you
Monte.
Thank you Olivier and your
team!

Besancon Im ressions from
Bri *tteAbt, Ldrea Herbig
an Angelika Schnehagen

d

This event could not be missed
for the simple fact that all official
traffic signs pointed to the event's
location. Even the mayor of
Besanqon insisted that the opening

reception of the congress take
place in the town hall.
Besan~on--agood choice: parks,
coffee shops and bistros near the
Kursaal provided the unique
opportunity for the convention's
participants to enjoy the "French
flair", while discussing the days
events.
Stereo photographers from all
around the world participated in
the convention, m h y presenting
their own slide shows. The audience judged all presentations and
the selected favorites were
announced at closing of the convention. With much interest an
innovation was initiated: "The
Technical Equipment Competition". For more than one hour
interested spectators squeezed
through exhibition tables displaying partly eccentric inventions in
the field of stereoscopy.
For example there was a flying
kite, which was equipped with two
cameras and wireless video transmission. A more precise schedule
would have made this competition
even more successful. Unfortunately, the time and place uncertainty
also applied to other aspects of the
program, for example, the film and
video contributions were held in
separate cinemas. The slide projection in the large hall, on the other
hand, took place without considerable deviation to the printed program. The announcement of the
slide shows was supported by
speakers from Germany and
Switzerland. After certain contributions people had to tighten again
the spring between their eyes.
Congress organizers proved to be
enormously improvisational. In
particular, problems with the
forthcoming strike in public transport was solved by organizing car
sharing and chartering of coaches.
The fme weather had also its
reverse: the customers and the
exhibitors at trade tables in the
attic could be pitied for the tropical conditions up there, but this
did not disturb the true enthusiasts. Nearly everything a stereoscopic heart desires was offered for
sale. The organizers succeeded in
arranging an interesting selection
of exhibits. One highlight was a
presentation of the first full colored hologram ever, "the clown".
A large variety of diierent excur-

sions was offered to the participants. One of the excursions was a
boat trip that led us through a tunnel and 3 locks around the entire
center of Besangon. A trip to a
cave, to an open air museum and a
city tour by a small train were also
offered.
The Monday full day excursion
took us to the Royal Salt Works of
Arc-Et-Senans (18th century) located in the historical environment of
Besangon. The question why a salt
work can be a world cultural heritage of Unesco was impressively
answered by the representation of
the life's work of the architect
Claude-Nicolas Ledoux. He tried to
express his ideas of an "ideal" society by a new kind of architecture.
In the evening the traditional
banquet took place in the Kursaal.
During the dinner the prize winners of the competition were honored. The public voted the indisputable winner: John Roll with his
fantastic underwater slides.

And from Janet Leigh Foster
of The Stereoscopic Society
(Great Britain)
The 14th congress of the International Stereoscopic Union was held
in Besangon, birthplace of the
brothers Lumiere, and illusionists
were given a warm welcome. In
lieu of a red carpet, an anaglyphic
map of France tiled the entrance to
the Kursaal Theater, where most
3-D events took place. An elegant
19th century venue, the theater
evoked an atmosphere of tissue
stereo-cards, a perfect setting in
which participants from a multitude of nations could converge for
six days of revelry under the torch
of stereography in all its forms.
75 hours of projection revealed
stereoscopy as a visual Esperanto,
an international language that

communicated revelations of science, geometry, expeditions and
obsessions. The tradition of presenting stereoscopic travelogues
was upheld, and extended to
include a sharing of journeys
through the realm of imagination.
One could almost feel the presence
in the grand hall of artists known
to have entertained a passion for
illusion, of masters such as Salvador Dali, Rene Magritte and
M.C.Escher.
The spirit of Maurice Bonnet,
the foremost proponent of lenticular technology, was also present.
He was manifest in a display of his
lenticulars, stylishly presented in
one of the halls of the Kursaal,
which had been turned into a
salon of 3-D. A Kaiser Panorama,
which had been modernized by
Charles Moner, provided a stereoscopic tour of Barcelona. Holography, now sadly in the throes of a
dark time, was revitalized in a display that included a rendering of a
microscope so real, wary spectators
were inclined to duck when passing the apparition. Central to the
3-D menagerie was a curious
machine by Jacques Robin. Entitled, Jeu de balle dans Paris, it featured a ball behind a semi-reflective mirror. A wheel underneath
could be rotated to position the
ball, superimposing it on a stereoscopic view of a Parisian street
scene.
A variety of goods was proffered
at the trade fair by merchants who
had traveled from disparate corners of the world. Germans came
bearing RBT cameras and projectors. Japanese traders exhibited a
computerized visualization system,
which functioned with mirrors.
Americans vended an assortment
of viewers, mounts and polarizing
glasses. The Dutch offered stereo-

An I l R x 14 " backlit lenticular image
of MaNJke h m Standins d the
lathe used to make the muster
moMs for his glass lenticular screens.
The picture was taken with the
Bonnet 3-0 camera that he invented
and was dispkryed with other Bonnet
lenticular gems. (See SW Vol. 27
NO. 5.) (Photo by Dm.fd storkmon)

scopic greeting cards and books
about illusions. A unique system
for viewing pairs of stereoscopic
drawings, whilst standing, was
proffered by the French. Folding
pince-nez, for viewing anaglyphs,
were tendered by the Spanish, who
thoughtfully provided a vat of
complimentary red wine, decorated with a placard indicating the
number of draughts required for
free viewing.
The circumstance of a small
French town having been overtaken by 3-D brought to mind the
Surrealist Movement and the Theater of the Absurd combined. A
cameraman, wearing a hat that
made him look like an anthropomorphized mushroom, prowled
Besangon's cafes with a 3-D video
rig. Like a flasher being flashed,
(Continued on pqgr 33)

Tom Pennings of the
Nethehnds dispkrys a
0ne-of-a-kind, personullly
constructed camem whih?
on a Congrezt tour to the
Citadel (upper M)overW i n g Bemnpn. A time
complexf multi-mcrgniffcation camem by Penning
was numf?d "Best Commemhl Product" in the
Equipment Competition.
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3 Houses

review by john Dennis

ter packet to feature the work of
Frank Lloyd Wright, and even a
quick look through the reels makes
it obvious why Wright has been so
well covered by the architectural
stereography publisher.
Frank Lloyd Wright: 3 Houses
devotes one reel to each of three
houses located in widely separated
locations: the Herbert F. Johnson
House, known as Wingspread
(Wind Point, WI, 1937); the
Stevens House on Auldbrass Plantation (Yemassee, SC, 1940); and
the Harold Price Sr. House
(Phoenix, AZ, 1954).
Most fascinating is the Johnson
house, commissioned at the same
time Wright was designing the
famous Johnson Wax administration building in nearby Racine, WI,
featured in an earlier View* packet.
(See SW Vol. 26 No. 6, page 37.) To
quote from the packet notes:
Sited on a hill overlooking a small lake,
and meticulously crafted of brick, sandstone, clay tile and cypress, it was-at
14,000 square feet-the largest and
most expensive house designed by the
architect. Bedroom and service wings
radiate outward from a multi-level living
area topped by a pagoda-like octagonal
clerestory. At its center is a brick core
containing five fireplaces and a spiral
stair leading to a circular, glass-enclosed
"crow's nest" that offers a panoramic

Frank Lloyd Wright: 3 Houses
Stereography and notes by Michael
Kaplan, View* Productions 2003. Threereel View-Master packet with text folder
plastic jewel case. $28.00 from View*
'rodudions, PO Box 11835, Knoxville,
TN 37939-1835. Domestic shipping
included. (888) 7828782,

I'
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t had been devoted
more details inside
ngs, the kitchen, the unique
nest, etc. From a distance,
ilding looks something like
s aircraft carrier, stranded on

inevitable mess of daily life. (And
not that there's a lot of room for
an't imagine any resiof these houses ever
sticking a poster or a calendar on a
wall.)
A little of the intimidating
impression given by most pictures
of Wright's residential masterpieces
(whether on reels or in books)
might be softened if images of
more kitchens, bathrooms, garages,
cluded. And basements.

stairs to the crow's nest.

basement in which to stash everyuld clutter them up?

ubjects better within the
views, and provide similarly

make imagining life (or just an
afternoon) in a Wright house far
easier than any flat images ever
could, which is why Wright him-

t
furniture or the cluttering
orners or shelves with the

ment architecture. The obvious
care and thought put into the
scenes on the View* reels make
their coverage even more
effective. eo

................................................................................................................................................................"Spiral Stair to 'Crow's Nest'", scene 7 on reel I of Frank Lloyd Wright: 3 Houses. The
open stain go up one side of the central core in the huge living area beneath the high
pagoda mof. The circular base of the level from which the stain begin is seen at the left of
the picture on the packet cover. Stereo by Michael Kaplan 02003 View* Productions.

Stephen Benton
1941-2003
tephen A. Benton, inventor of
the rainbow hologram and a
pioneer in medical imaging and
fine arts holography, died at 61 of
brain cancer Nov. 9, 2003. Benton
was director of the MIT Center for
Advanced Visual Studies (CAVS)
and the Rudge ('48) and Nancy
Allen Professor of Media Arts and
Sciences at the MIT Media Laboratory.
Benton was known for his
enthusiasm for all things opticalan enthusiasm, he said,-that was
ignited the minute he put on a
pair of plastic 3-D glasses to watch
the film House of Wax, at age 11.
"There was a realism and a sense of
excitement like nothing I had ever
felt before. Not only was I amazed;
I determined then and there to figure out how it worked," Benton
once said.
~t the 1990 NSA Convention in
Manchester, NH, Benton presented
a Stereo Theater show titled
"Stereoscopic Holography", which
covered the basics of his work at
MIT and his thoughts on the convergence of stereography and
holography (SW Vol. 17 No. 3,
page 22). ln effect, Benton was to
holography what Oliver Wendell

S

(Continued porn page 39)

vertical line of pixels on the front
screen. As a result, the light passing through pixels displaying the
right-side perspective is projected
toward the viewer's right eye, and
the light hitting pixels displaying
the left-side perspective is projected to the left eye. The best viewing
zone is about 21 inches from the
screen and directly in front of it,
although Sharp claims that two
people (presumably good friends)
sitting side by side can view the
same monitor.
Among the game, movie and
professional applications listed by
Sharp, no mention is made of
Volume 29, Number 6
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Stephen Benton lntruduclng h ~ s1990 Stereo Theater show "Stereoscopic Holography"
the NSA convention in Manchester, NH. (Stereo bylohn Dennrs)

.........................................................................................................................................................
Holmes was to stereography, in
that it was his invention which
made possible the mass production
and distribution of what had
before been an exotic and expensive technology.
His rainbow holograms are now
seen everywhere from credit cards
to magazines, cereal boxes, key
chains, etc. thanks to their inexpensive embossed reproduction on

reflective foil. At the time of his
NSA presentation, he was in charge

of the Spatial Imaging Group at
the MIT Media Lab where the goal,
as he put it, was to "bring three
dimensionality to the visual interface" between humans, computers,
and other modes of current visual
technology.
Some of the results of that work
were on display in the convention's exhibits room in the form of
i three full-color holograms-one
computer generated;one portrait
combined with CG elements, and
one holographic portrait of Dr.
Harold "Doc" Edgerton (made
shortly before his death in January
using the RD3D for the display of
of 19901, with whom Benton had
stereographs in the form of stills or
worked at MIT.
videos. Until more is known about
Benton became founding head
exactly which imaging software
of the MIT Spatial Imaging Group
will work with the unit, its price
in 1982. A founding faculty memwill probably limit purchases by
ber of the Media Lab in 1984, Beneven the most well off stereograton delighted in both the scientific
phers. Sharp expects to ship a
and aesthetic applications of
stand-alone desktop monitor
holography. He held 14 patents in
sometime in 2004. For more
optical physics, photography and
technical details, see
holography, and his own works in
www.sharp3d.com . F 9 8
holography have been displayed at
the Museum of Holography in
New York. He described holography as a true "intersection of art,
science and technology." em
-John Dennis
SZ73EOWDRLD
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hotographers, stereo and otherwise, operated under numerous
handicaps in South Africa during the Anglo-Boer War of 18991902. Military censorship was rigorous, although this was more of a
problem for the print journalists
whose war stories had to be cleared
by the censors before being sent
home for publication in Britain.
Although restrictions were less
severe for artists and photographers,
their movements to and at the
front were to some extent controlled
by a system of required permits.

..........................................................................................................................................................
"The dying Bugler's last call - a battlefield incident, Gras Pan, South Africa" (U&U).
Such sentimentalized and safely sanitized images of death lend an unreal quality to
much of the stereographic coverage of the Boer War-in jarring contrast to the often
brutally stark images familiar to collectors of Civil War stereographs.
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Other difficulties were imposed
by conditions in the field. In particular, in the dusty, semi-arid
landscape of South Africa, water
was usually clouded by mud and
other particles in suspension and
was not really suitable for the onsite processing of photographs;
even after hours of settling, it
often resulted in images with a
gritty appearance. Fortunately, the
age of the dry plate had arrived
and many photographs were sent
out for processing later. Even this
was not always successful, since
overly zealous censors sometimes
opened and ruined packages of
undeveloped plates. On another
occasion, one photographer lost an

Three Sieges

The Stereographs
by Richard C. Ryder

I

entire collection of three hundred
plates when the ship carrying it
sank on its way to England. These
were risks shared by all those photographers covering the conflict,
but the difficulties were compounded for stereographers by the
need for balancing left and right
images and the aesthetic requirements of three-dimensional composition, not an easy task in the
field, especially when someone
may be shooting at you.
Photographically, the Boer War
came at an interesting time. The
invention of the first Kodak camera a decade before had begun to
place what was once a highly
skilled art within the grasp of even

the most unskilled amateur. The
system was awkward and cumbersome; you mailed in the camera
for processing (George Eastman's
vaunted "You push the button, we
do the rest") and got back your
pictures and the camera loaded
with another roll of film. It is
doubtful if Eastman's process had
much impact on the South African
conflict but the growing number
of more skilled amateurs did. One
professional photographer in the

..........................................................................................................................................................
"Highlanders Capturing Boer Guns" - (No. 2827 by Griffith & Grifith / Wm. H. Rau).

-

Perhaps no other views alleging to depict the Boer War are more blatantly fraudulent
than the group apparently taken in the United States by Griffith and published on a
Rau imprint. The terrain is totally alien to what one would expect to find on a genuine battlefield, missing are the omnipresent trench lines, and the uniforms look like
somethrng out of a Gilbert & Sullivan operetta!
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field even found himself forced to
share a portable darkroom with a
British general who was also a
devotee of the craft. More significant perhaps was the experimentation on the battlefield with a
Dallm~ertelephoto lens by ReinThielet
a German photographer
Methuen's
forces in the central Cape, while
the cinematograph or motion picture camera
made its debut-a
team headed
the Lond0n BiOgraph
W. K. L. Dickson
traveled to South Africa in October
of 1899 on the very s3me steamer,
Dlrnottar Castle, that carried both
the ill-fated Gen. Buller and the
Mornin'y Post's Winston Churchill.
The most telling innovation of
all however was the appearance of
photographic images in print
media as a challenge to the more
traditional battlefield sketches of
the graphic artists-a
that
went back to such brilliant practitioners as the Civil War's Alfred
Waud. War photographs had been
redrawn as engravings for publication as early as Roger Fenton's
work in the Crimea back in the
1850s but now it was possible to
reproduce the photographs themselves, in periodicals like the
Graphic and Illustrated London
left much to be
News. The
desired, however; with poor Contrast and heavily retouched, they
were regarded by most observers as
inferior to the hand-drawn illustrations of the war artists. Many such
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"Worcesters skirmishing with the Boers near Colesberg on Feb 12th - the Boers drove
them back" (U&U)--or is ~treally "The Warwlcks sk~rmishlngwlth Boers near Weppener, East of Bloemfontein, South Afrlca"? Th~sview exists with both captions, which
may or may not indicate an attempt by Underwood to appeal to local markets m
England.

..........................................................................................................................................................
artists doubled as photographers as
well, as did numerous print journalists such as James Bames of The
Outlook; one enterprising journalist
even managed to combine the
triple duties of correspondent,
sketch artist, and photographer! A
notable exception to the typically
disappointing illustrated magazine
photography of the war was the
British publication Black and
White, which made a point of publishing only the highest quality
images in a state-of-the-art way.
There were also of course the
postcards and tobacco cards, two
other new photographic formats
that were among the turn-of-thecentury innovations that over the
next decade would increasingly cut
into the market for stereographs.
The photographic postcard literally
exploded on the scene at this time
and the B~~~ War was the first
major event of international significance to be portrayed extensively
in the new format. Significantly,
although the postcard had been
pioneered in Austria as early as
1869, the British postal service did
not allow the use of small privately
printed cards with an adhesive
stamp until 1898 and the use of
the full-sized or "continental" card
was only okayed on November 1,

1899, some three weeks after the
war had begun. Perhaps the
crowning change was the adoption
in 1902, just as the war was ending, of postcards with divided
backs; by allowing both message
and address to be placed on a single side, the entire front could now
be occupied by the image.
The convenience of sending
photographic images directly by
mail would rapidly usurp much of
the "wish you were here" function
of stereographs for vacationing
tourists, allowing them to share
their holiday immediately with
friends and family at home. For
soldiers serving in South Africa, it
was anything but a holiday, but,
for them too, postcards provided a
fast convenient method of maintaining personal contact. For the
folks at home, postcards with colorful, often bitingly comic images
and caricatures (essentially political cartoons) allowed them to
express their feelings of patriotism
or sympathy with those on the
fighting fronts. Nevertheless, most
Boer War postcards reproduce dramatic and colorful paintings, along
with vivid patriotic or derisive (of
the other side) artwork, frequently
done by the new chromolithographic process, and actual photo-

graphic postcards remain somewhat scarce at least until the latter
stages of the conflict
Tobacco cards were another new
innovation that seized on the popularity of the images of the generals, heroes, stage personalities, and
other public figures of the day. As
such, they were more an outgrowth of the carte-de-visite format than of the stereograph.
Essentially a miniature carte and
printed directly on heavy photographic paper, they were enclosed
in packages of tobacco products as
free premiums, which of course
greatly enhanced their popularity
with the poorer classes. The subsequent inclusion of lithoprint stereographs in cereal products as well
as the immensely popular and
enduring bubble gum cards are an
outgrowth of this practice. Tobacco
cards hit their stride with the Boer
War and the contemporary Boxer
Rebellion in China, while at the
same time, public interest in the
death of Queen Victoria increased
demand for images of royalty.
Tobacco cards (also called cigarette
cards) varied ~ r e o t l yin quality,
with the Ogden's "Guinea Gold"
brand being among the best.

With all the new photographic
formats emerging on the scene, it's
no wonder that makers of stereographs were beginning to feel the
stress of competition. But, that
being said, why do stereographs so
often suffer in comparison with
the other images of the war? Part
of the answer is access. There is no
doubt that many of the finest and
most memorable images of the
conflict were taken by local photographers, skilled professionals
who were on the scene earlier and
with more detailed knowledge of
local conditions. Perhaps the most
notable among these was Johannesburg photographer Horace W.
Nicholls, who captured a series of
poignant images of the initial
British retreat to Ladysmith, long
before Underwood and the other
stereographers even reached the
scene. Other excellent non-stereo
images were produced by David
Bamett, another Johannesburg
photographer, of Puller's campaign
along the Tugela.
Another reason why stereo coverage of the war suffers by comparison may be that there were simply
more non-stereo photographers,
producing far more images--of
which only the best are usually

..........................................................................................................................................................
"Royal Munster Fusiliers fighting from behind redoubt at Honey Nest Kloof (Feb. 16,
7900), 5. Africa" (U&U). This remarkable view, one of several taken during or immediately after a minor and long-forgotten skirmish, appears to be one of only a few
genuine images of actual combat produced during the war. In the several variants of
this view, the soldiers exhibit a naturally flowing sequence of movement that is unlikely to have been staged.

f

seen or reproduced today. If we
were to look at only the most striking 20% or 30% of Boer War stereographs, undoubtedly our opinion
of them would be considerably elevated. So perhaps the stereography
of the Boer War is not as uninspiring as we think; it only seems so.

Disappointing and
Deceptive Images
Stereographs of the Boer War
have never been as popular with
collectors as those of the American
Civil War or even the SpanishAmerican War of 1898. This is due
in part, of course, to the fact that
so many collectors today are Americans. Then too, Boer War stereographs do not exhibit the wide
diversity of subject matter that one
finds with those other wars-for
example, fully half the SpanishAmerican stereographs deal with
naval subjects, a field almost totally lacking for the South African
conflict. Also missing is the special
poignancy and immediacy one
finds in the work of a genius like
Alexander Gardner or Matthew
Brady. The British government did
not encourage photographers to
accompany the troops, and the
earliest and most spectacular battles were over so quickly that, by
the time stereo photographers
arrived on the scene from England
or America, they were too late to
capture much of the action.
Hence, most of the stereographs of

I
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places like Spion Kop or Colenso
are taken well after the fact and
show almost nothing beside the
rather unremarkable topography of
the place. All too often such views
show little more than barren, relatively featureless terrain and are
not even interesting in terms of
stereoscopic composition. To put it
bluntly, such views are, unavoidably, somewhat boring even to
Boer War aficionados. Stereo photographers did accompany Lord
Roberts' main advance from
Paardeburg to Pretoria, but little
attention seems to have been paid
to the battlefields of the Natal
front until well after the campaign
there was over.
Deprived of a share in the
action, many stereographers
seemed content to work minor garrisons like Honey Nest Kloof and
even resorted to considerable fakery. Again and again, Underwood
views show British troops, often
with dramatically fixed bayonets,
in the act of "storming" Boer positions on hilltops. The troops are
posed for maximum effect, often
with "wounded" comrades who
are obviously enjoying the role. All
of which is hardly surprising.
Given the deadly long-range accuracy and firepower of the Germanmade Mauser rifle in the hands of
an entrenched Boer, any photographer who stood up to take a picture during an actual assault would
be unlikely to survive long enough
to repeat the gesture.

18
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"The English Drummer Boy's Letter - Writing home to Mother after the Victory at
Colesberg, 5.Africa" ( M U ) . Although obviously posed, this touching image is typical
of the many excellent views of army life Undenvood produced in the British camps,
particularly during Roberts' lengthy halt at Bloemfontein.

............................................................,..........................,........................................,.........................

Some photographers were even
more enterprising than this, however. Of particular note are a group
of views b y Philadelphia stereographer William H. Rau that evidently
were not even taken in South
Africa. Purporting to show British
troops storming a hilltop and
engaged in close combat with sturdy Boer "burghers", the views were
seemingly faked right in Pennsylvania, as the lush green hillsides,
background forest, lack of trenches, and uniforms reminiscent of a
Gilbert & Sullivan operetta (complete with tartan kilts, sporrans,
and glengarry caps) suggest!
The British soldiers are right out
of central casting and the "Boers"
look more American than Afrikaner. The cannon too are painfully
fraudulent.
Most revealing of course is the
conspicuous regalia, for the British
had learned a hard, painful lesson
about showy uniforms in earlier
colonial wars, as the following
excerpt from a view by Underwood
indicates.

...It is next to impossible, at any long
distance, to tell a man from a rock here
in this unearthly land where everything is
of one color, an endless expanse of yellowish-brown. The British are learning
the lesson of the landscape, and purposely subduing their own color and glitter in order to be less conspicuous. Light-

colored things are intentionally rubbed
over with mud to keep them from furnishing a mark for Mauser bullets.

Nevertheless, if Rau's fakery is
incredibly transparent, it is not
unique. Although the London Biograph team managed to shoot
some background footage in South
Africa and even came under Boer
shelling at Colenso, their only surviving "combat" footage of the war
was apparently faked right on
Hampstead Heath in London. The
reason for this rather transparent
fabrication is unclear; perhaps they
simply found that the hazards of
filming under fire were not justified by the results. In any event,
no one should demean their
courage, for after they were driven
from their camera by the shelling
at Colenso, the Biograph personnel
all performed gallantly as volunteers, helping to extricate British
l ~ h practice
e
of identifying Rritish
regiments with a particular geographic region dates from as early as the
American Revolution although the
actual system of localized recruiting
was not formally mandated until
1881.
source indicates Underwood
production of 100, 200, and even 300
card Roer War sets-although actual
collecting experience suggests rather
a 36, 72, 144 card sequence of sets.

1

wounded from the battlefield
while under fire.
A more intriguing deception
may have been a rather slick trick
by Underwood to appeal to the
market for Boer War boxed sets in
England. One sometimes encounters the same Underwood view
with different captions. This doesn't seem accidental since in each
case I have seen the view in question portrays a body of troops that
can't be readily identified while
the captions specify distinct and dip
ferent units. Since British regiments
were recruited on a geographic
basis and there was considerable
local pride, this may have been
intended to enable Underwood
salesmen to offer a set that contained a view of the local regiment
in action-however spurious that
view might be!' For example, one
such caption reads "Worcesters
skirmishing with the Boers near
Colesberg on Feb. 12th-the Boers
drove them back", while another,
identical view is labeled "The Warwicks skirmishing with Boers near
Weppener, East of Bloemfontein,
South Africa."
In another example, two apparently dissimilar cards, "Gras Pan
Stables-the Australians just
arrived are welcomed by London

Volunteers, South Africa" and
"Arrival of Gen. Cronje at Modder
River, a prisoner of war, escorted
by C.I.V. Mounted Infantry, South
Africa," are in fact identical. At
first glance, this seems to confirm
our earlier suspicions. But this is in
fact even more ambiguous. For
"C.I.V." stands for City of London
Imperial Volunteers, so there is no
discrepancy here--or is there? Just
how-and why-this view of the
actual surrender of Cronje after
Paardeburg wound up being equated with the Australians at an earlier locale is unclear. So the jury is
still out on this one. Whether or
not such ambiguity was deliberate,
the accuracy of Underwood captions definitely should not be taken
at face value.
But, if Boer War stereographs
often leave much to be desired, the
genre should not be too quickly
dismissed or maligned in its entirety, for there are in fact many views
that exhibit considerable interest
for the serious collector or
historian.

Underwood Goes to War
By far, the vast majority of Boer
War stereographs encountered by
collectors today, perhaps 75 or
8096, are those of Underwood and
Underwood. They were the preem-

..........................................................................................................................................................
"Baking Bread in the Field Ovens, British Camp at Naauwpoort, 5. Africa" (U&U).
Napoleon said that an "army marches on its stomach" and the process of providing
a nineteenth century army with its necessary requirements for men and horses was a
complex one; such views, though uncommon, are among the most interesting of the
Underwood images.

I

inent publisher of views at the
time, not yet having lost their edge
to Keystone. As to the others, Kilburn was obviously past its prime
and H. C. White was hardly a serious rival.
The Underwood views appear on
both buff mounts and the later
gray card stock (introduced around
1903), with the former predominating, perhaps indicating that a
large majority of the Boer War
stereographs were marketed during
or immediately after the conflict,
and that their popularity then fell
off rapidly. This is hardly surprising, as other "hot" topics such as
the Louisiana Purchase Exposition,
Russo-Japanese War, and San Francisco Earthquake would soon have
supplanted them in the public's
interest. Unlike the scenic sets,
which tended to have a more timeless quality, the appeal of historical
subjects would likely have been of
a more limited duration.
As might be expected, Underwood issued boxed sets in various
formats, of which the 36-card, simulated book design is the most
commonly encountered today.
Entitled "South African War
Through the Stereoscope" and
retailing for $6.20, it seemingly
enjoyed a longer production run
than several more extensive varie t i e ~Considerable
.~
variation
occurs in the content of such
boxed sets and position numbers
are not printed as part of the title

I
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as was commonly done with many
other Underwood sets but were
instead hand-stamped on the face
of the card subsequent to
production.
One of the earliest of the Underwood offerings was a 72-card set,
seemingly designed for the Canadian market, entitled "For Empire
Queen and Flag" and subtitled
"South Africa 1900". Tastefully
advertised as "appropriately packed
in a box covered with khaki," the
set lists "Toronto - Ont." as the
place of issue with no other Underwood offices listed. The khaki
cloth cover is lighter in color than
the typical Underwood boxed sets
and the box itself is rectangular in
shape, similar in construction but
evidently predating by about a
year the development of the more
elaborate "bookcase" design. The
cards are all on the earlier buff
mounts, bear a 1900 copyright
date, and depict events occurring
up to about June of that year.
These cards bear no position numbers at all, suggesting that purchasers may have been able to
assemble their own set from
among a larger selection of
images-or, conversely, it may simply be that the numbering of cards
was a later refinement. Curiously,
in the 72-card set that I have, no
more than four cards specifically
identify Canadian forces, and the
same set may have been issued,
perhaps with a different point of
origin, for the Australian market as
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"British Signals from Hospital Hill to New Zealand Hill during reconnoisance in force,

Feb. 7th, 5. Africa." (U&U). As in America's Civil War, communications during the
South African conflict were a strange combination of the modern and the primitive.
Here British troops on the Natal front use semaphore flags to send a message.

well (although this is just a guess).
In any event, considerable evolution of the boxed set concept
appears to have coincided with,
and may have been stimulated by,
the Anglo-Boer War. Keystone had
not as yet ventured into the format but it is possible to distinguish
a progressive development in the
Underwood set design at this time.
The Boer War may in fact have
been the first historic event covered
in the boxed set format. This is
suggested both by the emphasis on
details of the box itself in the
advertising for the Canadian set
and by the absence of boxed sets
depicting the hugely popular Spanish-American War which occurred
only a year before the outbreak of
the conflict in South Africa. The
original appearance of boxed sets
of the war in late 1900 was followed by three other developments in fairly rapid succession:
1) the sequential numbering of the
individual cards in the set,
2) replacement of the earlier buff
card stock with the later gray
mounts, and finally
3) introduction of the advanced,
more eye-catching "simulated
book" box design.
All of these developments seemingly occurred during the Boer War

I

I

years, with the introduction of the
"bookcase" box perhaps taking
place right at the very end. This is
borne out by the fact that the sets
of William McKinley (issued subsequent to his October 1901 assassination) still retain the primitive
rectangular design, while the
boxed sets of the Martinique disaster (which occurred in the very
month the Boer War officially terminated-May 1902) utilize the
new "book" design. The more
durable cloth cover introduced in
the Canadian set to simulate the
khaki uniforms of the troops may
also have paid an unexpected dividend-in the stronger construction
of the subsequent "book" boxes.
Another interesting feature in
the Canadian "Empire Queen and
Flag" set is the inclusion of a
staged sentimental grouping of six
views (which are numbered),
designed to appeal to the emotions
of a typically Victorian audience,
3 ~ indicated,
s
I recently acquired
one of these Canadian sets and (with
more than 300 different Underwood
images already in my collection)
expected to find few if any views that
I did not already have; however, no
less than 25%) of the views were new
ones, which says something about
the extraordinarily large number of
images Underwood produced of the
conflict.
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"Transporting Chargers from the 'Norman' to the 'Roslin Castle, ' Cape Town, S.A. "
(U&U) Underwood ~ssuedseveral excellent vrews illustrating the care and handling of
horses and other vital transport animals, including the complex business of off loading shown here.

ican soldier and family caught up
in the Spanish-American War.'
In yet another attempt to enlist
.......................................................................................................................................................... patriotic symbolism, this time
unrelated to the boxed sets, Underparticularly those families with
ly captures the feelings and attiwood issued at least a few views in
loved ones serving in South Africa.
tudes of the "home front." The
which actors are dramatically
In the series, a young man is called
grouping was hardly original,
posed to create what are in effect
to war, leaving wife and parents
being modeled on a similar series
living statues in a style known as
behind, and is subsequently
of views done by Underwood a
the
"tableau vivant." Case in
wounded in combat, while the
couple of years earlier, of an Amerpoint: a pair of views, in the first
folks at home read newspaper
of which "Liberty" in the guise of
accounts of the battle and fear the
..........................................................................................................................................................
worst. But in the end the hero
"His Excellency Sir Alfred Milner and Staff, Cape Town, South Africa" (U&U). Milner
returns on furlough for a joyous
(seated) was an ambitious imperialist whose designs on the two Boer republics helped
reunion. Although overly maudlin
to bnng on the conflrct. Standing (third from left) appears to be Dr. Leander Starr
to modern tastes, this group vividlameson, whose provocative 7896 raid on the Transvaal was a precursor to open hostilities; lameson subsequently became Governor of Cape Colony.
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"Ex-Commandant Generals, Botha, De Wet, and de la Rey, of the Roer Forces, South

I

an attractive, white-robed young
Africa" (UhU). Botho (right) commanded the forces opposing Buller along the Tugela
woman is menaced by a group of
and hod earlier captured Churchill's armoured train. Kilburn's photographer appears
shabbily-clad but heavily armed
to have accompanied the forces of both DeWet and de la Rey, two of the greatest of
"Boers" who trample the flag
the Boer commando leaders. Although not noted, this view was taken by o local phounderfoot; in the second, compantographer in 1902 and purchased by Underwood.
..............................................................................................,...........................................................
ion view, the young lady now
stands triumphant under the banpopulation and suffered greatly
Taken as a whole, the Underfrom mistreatment and privation
ner of the restored "Union Jack,"
wood stereographs provide a
in the three sieges. There are a few
while at her feet kneel a group of
remarkably comprehensive portrait
views of black teamsters with the
Rritish soldiers, their determined
of the South African War from the
British supply trains, but that is
features peering outward over fixed
British perspective, although their
about it. This may seem strange
bayonets. The lesson was clear-if
impact is perhaps lessened for the
given the large percentage of the
somewhat less than subtle. It was
modern collector by the presence
population blacks represented, but
the proverbial story of the virtuous
of so many "featureless" views of
it should be remembered that this
maiden who is menaced by a fierce
battlefields in retrospect. Given the
was first and foremost a "white
dragon and saved in the nick of
real treasures that one does find on
man's waru-neither side was partime by a courageous knight (or
occasion, it is regrettable that such
ticularly anxious to arm black
knights) in shining armor-a verilackluster scenics, together with
groups like the Zulu and send
table St. George in khaki! This sort
equally unimpressive images of
them out to fight fellow whites!
of thing may have played well in
columns of troops endlessly
Blacks were used extensively in a
the sentimentality of far-off Lonmarching across the barren veldt,
support role (as the teamster views
don but one suspects it would
and the all-too-obviously faked
indicate) and also to some extent
have met with a more mixed, less
pseudo-combat scenes, constitute
enthusiastic reception-even perfor scouting.
the vast bulk of the Underwood
haps derision-among the combatviews.
hardened veterans on the battle
There was also considerable
4 ~ h guttural-sounding
e
High Dutch
lines in South Africa.
selectivity in what was or was not
was the language spoken by the
As to the mechanics of the cards
photographed in stereo. Not surBoers at the time; the modern
Afrikaans spoken in South Africa
themselves, most of the Underprisingly, absent are the scandalous
today is a twentieth century developwood views have their titles repeat"concentration camps" where Boer
ment.
ed on the back in German, French,
women and children died by the
%erhaps
nothing so graphically
Spanish, Russian, and High D ~ t c h , ~ thousands (due, as has been noted,
illustrates the woefully inadequate
an indication of the company's
to inept administration and unfaand underfunded state of the British
desire to tap into a global market.
miliarity with basic sanitary
Army at this time than the fact that
Similarly, many of the views themthe tiny Roer Republics had better
requirements rather than to any
artillery; their German made Krupp
selves identify either Australian or
deliberate policy). Also missing is
guns and French Creusot "Long
Canadian troops, indicative of
almost any record of the impact of
l'oms" consistently outperformed
Underwood's desire to promote
the war on the country's blacks,
and outranged the Rritish weaponssales in those two sizable outposts
despite the fact that they repreRuller and even lloberts had to
mount naval cannon o n improvised
of the Empire.
sented the vast majority of the
gun carriages in an effort to keep pace.
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Another feature that adds an
unreal quality to the stereographic
coverage of the Boer War is the
scrupulous avoidance of real
images of death (as opposed to
non-threatening, romanticized,
staged images such as "The dying
bugler's la5t call" or "The last letter
home"); the genuine article would
have been regarded as too disturbing for the Victorian audience.
This ban on death is in fact so pervasive that the only unquestioned
corpse I have seen in any Boer War
stereograph is that of a lone cavalry horce! Such sentimental squeamishness does not seem to have
affected the stolid, no-nonsense
Boers and photographs (largely
non-stereo) taken from their side
have a grittier realism to themone is particularly mindful of
photographs of the piled corpses
on Spion Kop (an eerie preview of
the haunting images of World
War I).
This sanitizing of war by the
British was not a phenomenon
unique to stereographs. According
to a recent article in MHO: The
Quarterly Iolrrnal of Military History,
a virtually identical process may be
seen in the work of the various
battlefield artists sent out by the

London newspapers to document
the war in sketches, men like
Melton Prior of the Illustrated London News, George Steevens of the
Daily Mail, and William T. Maud of
The Graphic. In each case, these
artists captured the heroic charge,
the gallant defense, but rarely the
grisly aftermath of battle. It was
war as pure myth, a reflection of
the Victorian fascination with
chivalry and Arthurian romance.
Among the topics that were covered in the Underwood Boer War
stereographs are the key cities and
towns in South Africa that played
a major role in the conflict, such as
the disembarkation ports of
Capetown and Port Elizabeth, the
Boer capitals of Bloemfontein and
Pretoria, the great gold mining
center of Johannesburg, and of
course the three small towns that
were the center of all the fuss,
Ladysmith, Kimberley, and Mafeking. The latter are particularly well
covered, with overviews, street
scenes, shell-damaged buildings,
and defensive works all represented. Perhaps the most unusual
among these are two views of
makeshift artillery pieces hastily
improvised for the defense of Kimberley and Mafeking.'

One of the Underwood photographers, perhaps H. F. Mackerm,
evidently was present with Lord
Roberts' army at least from February through June of 1900 and
there is a freshness and documentary "you-are-there" quality to the
views of the relief of Kimberley,
surrender at Paardeburg, and
advance on Bloemfontein and Pretoria that is absent from much of
the other coverage of the war.
Indeed, the Underwood photographer appears to have arrived at the
front even before Lord Roberts disembarked at Cape Town on January loth, for one view purportedly
shows the distribution of Christmas packages to troops of
Methuen's force on the Modder
River-the packages in question do
not appear to be the famous
chocolate tins issued to the troops
on behalf of Queen Victoria but
rather genuine parcels from home,
so the actual date of distribution
cannot be ascertained with any
degree of precision.
Views on the Tugela front and in
Ladysmith, on the other hand,
appear to have been taken either
on a visit during the six-week layover at Bloemfontein or, more
probably, after the fall of Pretoria
in June. The latter is suggested
since one of the views shows an
stone monument on the
Colenso battlefield and this seems
unlikely to have been completed

..........................................................................................................................................................
"The Wrecked Bndge at Norval's Font, Destroyed by the Boers, March 2, 1900, South
Africa" (No. 1 1 808 by Keystone). Stereographers documented the key role railroads
played m the conflict, as well as the efforts of the Royal Engineers to keep the lines
running (as shown by the temporary track at right). The individual m the foreground
n evidently one of the many correspondents who covered the conflict; note the camera In h ~ sright hand.
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while active field operations were
still going on in the area.
There are few if any stereographs
of actual combat, although two
variants of a view allegedly showing British troops firing on a distant Boer mounted patrol near
Colesberg have been cited as an
If this is
it is uncOnvincing, for the British soldiers
involved are not positioned to
advantage (except from the photographer's perspective) and
are even aiming their guns away
from the "Boers." In short, it
shows many of the hallmarks of
the "staged view" category. As
another example, lines of soldiers
lying prone on the veldt, staring
intently over their rifles into the
distance and attempting to hunker
down to be as inconspicuous as
possible are convincingly genuine-until one realizes that the
photographer is standing with his
camera, the only possible target
visible to an enemy for miles! Even
if outside rifle range, One Can only
imagine the soldiers saying, "Get
that bloody fool out of here before
he attracts the artillery!"
Nevertheless, such staged views
do provide a sense of the operations that characterized the war in
South Africa. Even the more
"hokey" of the staged views, such
as "The dying bugler's last call,"
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"Building where pris. were tried, Pretoria" (No. 9 by Australian Stereoscopic Co.).
Although unconfirmed, this may be the site of the notorious "Breaker" Morant trial,
in which two Australian officers were sacrificed in an attempt to lure the Boers to the
peace table by a show of "impartial" justice. Alternatively, it may be the location of
the sensational pre-war trial of the lameson Raiders. Many of this Australian makers
oversized views were pirated from Underwood originals.

........................................................................................................................................................
with their rank sentimentality, dramatically draped "bodies," exaggerated poses, and superfluous bayonets, in addition to providing the
troops involved with a welcome
break from the tedium of camp
life, speak to the way the war was
perceived at home in England-or
at least how the powers-that-be
hoped it would be perceived-with
patriotism and sentimentality.
This absence of combat views
should not be very surprising,
given the nature of the war. Many
of the actions involved long-range
skirmishing of short duration that
would have provided little opportunity for photographers to exercise their craft. Furthermore, many
of the classic set-piece battles were
fought
the first three or
four months, before the major
American companies had time to
organize their effort and get photographers on the scene. Also,
because of the devastating new
accuracy of infantry small-arms
fire, those early battles provided
painful lessons; much of the subsequent combat involved long-range
bombardment of a largely unseen,

entrenched enemy, rather than the
picturesque but costly frontal
assaults of a Colenso, Spion Kop,
or Magersfontein. There are views
of artillery batteries in action, but
whether in earnest or staged for
the photographer's benefit is
uncertain.
There are also views of local garrisons "standing to" to repel a Boer
attack on their defensive works,
such as at Honey Nest Kloof; these
60ne may also wonder at the origin
of such a unique name. Just what the
heck is a honey nest kloof, anyway?
A k~oofrefers to a cliff or steep
ravine. This was evidently the home
of a honey badger or ratel, a large
member of the weasel family that
often makes its home in abandoned
aardvark burrows; with its gray-black
coat emblazoned down the back with
a single broad white stripe, the ratel
looks much like a chunky shorttailed skunk-although it possesses
all the fierce, aggressive temperament
of an irritated wolverine. It is particularly fond of honey and will eagerly
rip apart a hive of wild bees, to
which it is often led by the peculiar
behavior of the honey guide (another
possible origin of the "nest" referred
to), a small bird which subsequently
shares in the feast.

of the various hospitals, doctors
and staff, field ambulances, and
emergency care of the wounded
and sick. There is even a view of
wounded horses being cared for,
an absolutely essential but generally overlooked function in an age of
pre-motorized warfare. (A related
Underwood view shows cavalry
horses of the 6th Dragoon Guards
being cared for in their stalls
aboard a transport ship during the
long voyage out from England.)
Transport and communication,
the technological side of war, is
also covered, with views of field
telegraphers, semaphore and heliograph units. Lord Roberts' observation balloon, the long supply
trains of ox-drawn wagons, and
the railroads. Views of destroyed
bridges and rail lines are especially
numerous; also documented are
the efforts of the Royal Engineers
to restore them through the use of
both pontoon bridges and more
permanent spans.
As has been noted, a large number of the Underwood views identify individual military units, perhaps in an attempt to appeal to
local markets. These read like a
litany of the Empire, and include
the Gordon Highlanders, Coldstream Guards, Inniskillings,
Prince Albert's Horse, Royal Mun..........................................................................................................................................................
ster Fusiliers, 1st Royal Irish Regi"Diamond Fields Artillery, Kimberley" (M. E. Wright / Excelsior Stereoscopic Tours). An
ment, Gloucesters, Guards Brigade,
unusual view by an extremely rare British maker of one of the many local units that
6th D
~south ~ ~
f~ i~ ~ ~h t ~ i
fought in the war in South Africa. Like the Kimberley and Diamond Fields Horse, this
Horse (with whom churchill

are not as conspicuously staged
and may represent a genuine combat or post-combat situation. Once
again, it is unlikely that any sane
photographer would have stood in
the open, exhorting everyone to
"remain still and smile", while
Boer bullets whistled around him.
Nevertheless, there is a certain
informal grittiness to the views
taken here and Underwood's photographer was sufficiently
impressed to expose at least two
different views with no less than
three different variants of each.
Furthermore, the movement of the
individual soldiers between the
variants appears extremely natural
and one soldier in the background
even has what appears to be a
blood-soaked bandage on a head
wound; blood is almost never
shown in any Boer War view!
Accordingly, these views appear to
depict the immediate aftermath of
a genuine Boer raid and may constitute virtually the only actual
combat stereography of the war.
But if so, what action is it?
Honey Nest Kloof was in fact little more than a minor station on
the railway line between DeAar
and Kimberley in the Northern
Cape that was occupied by the
British (King's Own Yorkshire Light

Infantry not the Royal Munster
Fusiliers as the views suggest) during the battle of Graspan on
November 25, 1899. It was subsequently reoccupied by the Boers
who then pulled back as
Methuen's advance on Modder
River continued. Although n o
major action was fought here, the
incident depicted may have
occurred during this last change of
possession. Originally intended by
the British as a major camp and
supply base for the advance, it was
abandoned due to inadequate
water supply!
Perhaps because of the long
association with Roberts' army, the
Underwood views excel at depicting camp scenes, the day to day
life of an army in the field. The
richness, quality, and variety of
such views is considerable, ranging
from the baking of bread and
dressing of beef for food to the
mending of shoes, kit inspection,
and the writing of letters to the
folks at home. Even the quirky but
very human act of using a magnifying glass coupled with the hot
African sun to light a pipe is
shown.
No aspect of army life is more
thoroughly covered than the medical services, with numerous views

unrt was raised by Cecil Rhodes' DeBeers mining syndicate. In 1901, Wright also produced exceptionally fine views of the funeral of Queen Victoria.
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served after his escape), 10th and
14th Hussars, Cape Garrison
Artillery, City of London Imperial
Volunteers, Suffolks, Warwicks,
Wiltshires, Yorkshires, and Worcesters, along with irregular volunteer
units like the famous Rimington's
(not Remington's as given on the
card) Scouts. Australian units represented include the New South
Wales Imperial Bushmen, Mounted
Rifles, Lancers, and Medical Corps,
as well as the Victoria Mounted
Rifles. Canadian troops are also frequently shown, although individual units do not appear to have
been identified in this case.
A wide range of key personalities
are also featured in the Underwood
views, including Lord Roberts,
Baden-Powell, the defender of
Mafeking, French, whose cavalry
relieved Kimberley, and several
Boer leaders, including Louis
Botha, whose forces captured
Churchill's armoured train and
defended the Tugela crossings
against Buller's relief force. There is
even a view of Botha's young son,
who accompanied the Boer armies
on campaign at the age of eleven.
One of the most intriguing of
the Underwood personality views
is a formally posed portrait of Sir
Alfred Milner and his staff. An avid
imperialist whose designs on the
Boer states rivaled in intensity
those of Rhodes himself, Milner
largely provoked the outbreak of
hostilities through his devious
diplomacy. But it is not Milner
I
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"Imperial Contingent. SS 'Medic' off to South Africa" (No. 2158 by George Rose).
Rose, Australia's premier stereographer, issued numerous views of the Australian
"home front" although he did not visit the seat of war in South Africa itself. An
unusual view of a troopship crowded with enthusiastic volunteers; troopships played
such a vital role in the South African conflict that the British government authorized a
saecial "Transaort Medal" to be awarded to their officers.

that provides the greatest interest
in the view. Behind him and to his
right (our left) stands a diminutive
figure, believed hitherto unidentified (at least he is not named on
the Underwood view). Recognizable both by his appearance and
stature, this is almost certainly Dr.
Leander Starr Jameson, formerly
Rhodes' confidante and designated
"hit-man," who had led the illfated raid that bears his name;
now serving on Milner's staff,
Jameson would go on to head the
Cape Colony government after
the war.
Perhaps because the distinct lack
of uniformity in the Underwood
boxed sets of the war prevented
the issuance of a standardized
guidebook, a few of the later gray
mount cards are found with fully
descriptive backs that include the
fine eye for geographic orientation
that is so characteristic of those
volumes. Along with suggested references for further reading, these
cards often contain a wealth of
rich detail that greatly enhances
the interest of the subject for the
modern collector. One example
will suffice, from an Underwood
view of that elusive little skirmish
at Honey Nest Kloof, which, as has

been indicated, may be an exceptionally rare view of actual combat.
This is 35 miles southwest of Kimberley, within the limits of Cape Colony, but
only about five miles west of the boundary of the Orange Free State. It is the
big, bare, "inexpressible veldt" that
stretches away on all sides, broken by
those irregular ridges (rands) and hills
(kopjes), each one a natural fortress that
must be taken and held against the
Boers. We can see now every detail of
the sand-bag defenses from which these
lrish lads are firing. There are no braver
fellows in all the British army; the pluck
of lrish Tommy Atkins is proverbial. ... It
was in recognition of the noble services
of lrish privates down here in South
Africa that Queen Victoria established the
custom of the wearing of a sprig of
shamrock by each lrish soldier on St.
Patrick's Day. The honors are being hardearned now! See how sadly the bandages from the Red Cross ambulance
stores are needed at this very moment. It
is a horribly fierce fire that is raining on
this little group from off there at the
right, and - such are Boer practices - the
' ~ o d athe
~ term "Afrikanders" refers
t o cattle, not people, while "Afrikaners" is the preferred term for the
human inhabitants of South Africa.
A hundred years ago, however, there
seems t o have been n o such clear-cut
distinction, and one encounters
"Afrikanders" in usage by Underwood, Keystone,-and Churchill.

"'Here's to Your Health!' - In Pretoria at Last, South Africa" (No. 11866 by Keystone).
British soldiers in the colonial wars came up with some unusual mascots such as this
baboon; others included lion cubs and young zebras.

one occasion Maryland troops
actually faced each other on the
.......................................................................................................................................................... battlefield.)
wounded and those caring for them are
likely t o be taken as marks by the
enemy's rifles. Ordinary rules of warfare
spare the Red Cross, but the Afrikanders,'
with their strange mixture of civilized
and barbaric ideas, use it as a strategic
shield for their own concealed guns and
disregard its distinction of non-combatants among the foe.

Both sides in the conflict repeatedly accused their opponents of
atrocities; misuse of the Red Cross
flag was an allegation that was

Other Corn anies
Cover the ar

often made against the Boers. Curiously, because of their traditional
animosity with the British, there
were also units of Irish volunteers
among the Boer forces. (This is yet
another parallel with the American
Civil War, in which units from several states fought in both Northern
and Southern armies--on at least

&

Although Underwood dominates
the field with many hundreds of
different images of the South
African War, sizable groupings of
views were also issued by Keystone
and B. W. Kilburn, with lesser
efforts by H. C. White, R. Y.

..........................................................................................................................................................
"Dr. A. Conan Doyle, in his tent at Bloemfontein, South Africa" (No. 71832 by Keystone). Conan Doyle, the creator of Sherlock Holmes and The Lost World, served as a
doctor in the Army medical corps in South Africa, was subsequently knighted for his
efforts, and wrote a popular history of the war.
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Young's American Stereoscopic
Co., M. E. Wright's Excelsior
Stereoscopic Tours, and others, not
to mention Rau's "creative" grouping. There was also a group of
British-produced lithoprints by W.
Tylar of Birmingham known as the
"R-P" series, apparently so-named
in honor of the hero of Mafeking.
In addition, one finds a series of
cabinet mounts on heavy gray card
stock by the Australasian Stereoscopic Co.; examination of the
prints reveals that many were in
fact pirated from standard sized
Underwood views. (Underwood
images were also pirated for views
issued by another Australian
maker, the Parkworth Supply CO.
of Sydney.) One particularly interesting Australasian view is entitled
"Building where pris. were tried,
Pretoria." Although unconfirmed,
this may refer to the notorious
"Breaker" Morant incident in
which three Australian officers
were tried for "war crimes" at a
time when the British were trying
to get the Boers to agree to peace
terms-two of the men were eventually executed in what amounted
to little more than a whitewash of
British policy.
Given the scale of Australian
participation in the Empire's war
effort, it is not surprising that
George Rose, perhaps the premier
Australian stereographer of his day,
I also produced a number of excep1 tionally fine views of what a later
1 generation would come to know as
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"'Tommy Atkins' South African Home, Nooitgedacht Prison, S.A." (No. 13817 by B.
W Kilbum). Although views of Boer prisoners, particularly those taken at Paardeburg,
are common among the Underwood images of the conflict, Kilburn turned the tables,
with a series of views of a Boer prison for captured British officers. "Tommy," the
slang nickname for a British soldier, may have originated during the Napoleonic Wars,
but was immortalized in a later poem by Kipling.

..............................................................................,...........................................................................
the "Home Front." Best known for
his later superb documentation of
the visit of the American "Great
White Fleet" of sixteen battleships
to Sydney and Melbourne during
their round-the-world cruise in
1908, Rose, who did not travel to
the battle front himself, did issue
dozens of views in 1900 of Australian units preparing to depart
for South Africa: poignant images
of soldiers with their sweethearts
(the "girls they left behind"), the
pageantry of seemingly endless
parades, the farewell activities of
the "Second Victorian Contingent," which sailed from Melbourne aboard the Euryalus on January 13th, 1900, the similar departure of the "Imperial Contingent"
aboard the rather ominously
named steamer Medic, and their
return aboard the Surrey and
Harlech C a ~ t l eRose
. ~ was not the
only Australian photographer to
issue views of the Australian
"home frontu-similar images were
also produced by both J. A. Sears of
Melbourne and the firm of Craig ST
Solin of Fremantle and Kalgoorlie,
in Western Australia.
Perhaps surprisingly, very few
Boer War views appear to have
been produced either in England

or elsewhere in the Empire. British
views seem to be pretty much confined to the aforementioned Tylar
"B-P" lithoprints and a mere handful of extremely scarce views by M.
E. Wright's Excelsior Stereoscopic
Tours. Wright, who operated out of
Burnley, just to the north of Manchester, also produced a number of
exceptional views of Queen Victoria's funeral in January of 1901,
but, unfortunately, Wright's views
were prone to serious fading and
are rarely encountered today.
Exactly how many views he may
have produced is unclear, for their
survivability was not high (especially given the widespread recycling of paper during the World
Wars). There was also little need
for local effort since, as we have
seen, Underwood and the other
giant American companies catered
to the British and Canadian markets as well.
Among American makers, generally more interesting and to my
mind more artistically pleasing
than the Underwood stereographs
R ~ o salso
e did a view of the legendary Baden-Powell much later in
his career, as part of the company's
coverage of the coronation ceremonies of King George V in 1911.

are those by Keystone, a group of
about a hundred views numbered
primarily in the 11800s. Keystone's
photographer accompanied
Roberts' advance and many of the
views were taken either in Bloemfontein or on the subsequent
march to Pretoria (May-June 1900),
including a rather bizarre view of a
regimental pet monkey with a
wine bottle allegedly drinking a
toast to the capture of the Transvaal capital. Many military units
kept local wildlife as mascots and
monkeys were a favorite, perhaps
because they so readily adopted
many of the bad habits of their
owners; one is reminded of a similar view, taken at the London Zoo
by Frederick York in the 1870s, of a
monkey sporting an Abyssinian
War medal and smoking a cigarette!
There are also several attractive
Keystone views taken in Ladysmith
and on the Natal front. These most
likely were taken sometime after
the conclusion of that often unfortunate campaign, despite captions
on a few cards purporting to show
British cavalry advancing on the
beleaguered town. Of equal interest are a number of exceptional
views of personalities, including Sir

Alfred Milner, the British High
Commissioner whose machinations were largely responsible for
bringing on the conflict, mystery
novelist and doctor Arthur Conan
Doyle, the creator of Sherlock
Holmes, who was then serving as a
surgeon in the medical corps,
Mafeking's Baden-Powell, and
Winston Churchill, war correspondent and sometime-soldier. Conan
Doyle would subsequently gain a
knighthood for his services during
the war; this would be conferred in
1902, the same year that saw the
publication of the greatest of the
Holmes' novels, The Hound of the
Baskervilles. Churchill was stereographed at Bloemfontein outside
the tent he was sharing with his
cousin, the Duke of Marlborough
(also stereographed), who was then
serving as ADC to Lord Roberts.
One personality stereographed by
Keystone is likely to be misidentified: Lord Roberts' daughters
appear in a view taken at Bloemfontein with another ADC, Neville
Chamberlain. Despite a similarity
in appearance, this is not in fact
the unfortunate future Prime Minister who would cave in to Hitler's
demands at Munich in 1938. That
Chamberlain was at this time safe-

ly home in England, while our
Chamberlain's sole claim to fame
would be the invention of the billiard-like game of snooker!
As with Underwood, many of
the Keystone views repeat the title
on one end of the reverse in six
foreign languages, including German, Italian, French, Spanish, and
the Boers' High Dutch. A few also
bear an extensive commentary,
apparently in an attempt to produce on the back of the individual
cards what would be the equivalent of an Underwood guidebook.
These provide what is oftimes a
highly perceptive and vivid contemporary account of events, as
witness the following analysis on
the significance of Ladysmith from
a card (#11810) showing an
overview of the town.

The English have a conviction that
South Africa, half-way to Australia and
India, is the Keystone of their Empire.
Many had a full conviction that during
the early part of the war Ladysmith was
the Keystone of South Africa. If Ladysmith with its 13,000 British soldiers and
$5,000,000 worth of stores had fallen
into the hands of the Boers at the beginning of the war the English cause in
South Africa would quite likely have been
lost. Such a victory would have opened
the Boer's way to the sea at Durban and
would have e;-tcouraged their fellowAfrikanders in Cape Colony to rise and
..........................................................................................................................................................
"drive the English into the sea." If Sir
"Paul Kruger, President of the South African Republic, Waten/al Onder, S.A., luly 4,
George White could not escape from
7900" (No. 13824 by B. W. Kilburn). Magnificent even in defeat, the irascible TransLadysmith and could not by sorties inflict
vaal leader had fled from Pretoria at the end of May by the same route as Churchill,
any considerable damage upon his
east along the railway line, spending the summer as a fugitive in a railway carriage,
opponents he had the satisfaction of
before finally crossing the border into Portuguese territory in September. Kilburn's
photographer apparently accompanied the flight of the Boer leaders.
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keeping them busy and holding them
back from the sea...

The writer may also be having a
bit of fun with us-note the
repeated use of the capitalized
word "Keystone," a none too subtle play on the company name.
Unfortunately, not all the Keystone commentaries are so
restrained. A few are more strident
or melodramatic. Consider for
example the following from a view
(#11815) of British troops watering
their horses on the Tugela.
"That accursed river" - writes Conan
Doyle. It may yet be firewater to inflame
the Dutch and Huguenot blood to a successful war of independence. General
Buller, defeated again and again, crossed
and recrossed the Tugela until he was
lampooned as the Ferryman. Unless love
and wisdom worthy of Christian peoples
take the place of racial folly and malice
the Tugela may yet run red to the sea.
With her hands free everywhere else,
Great Britain had those hands full to
recover her own territories from the
invading Boers, and marshalled the
largest army she ever sent to war to
crush the two little states. What if the
stock that resisted Spain in the pride and
power of her empire, resisted for eighty
years and triumphed, should again rise
up against Britain? and when Britain's
bayonets are busy in Europe or in Asia? It
needs all the wisdom of both parties,
especially of the conqueror, to forestall
that day. Tugela, Tugela, make Albion
wise.

Grossly overblown, but perhaps
expressive of the type of sentimentality found in so much of Victori-
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"Boer Women and Children passing through Machadodorp, S.A., sent out by Lord
Roberts. " (No. 7423 7 by 6. W. Kilburn). Many of those displaced by the British
attempt to deprive the highly mobile Boer commandos of their base of support wound
up in what were innocently termed "concentration camps"; here, victims of mismanagement and poor sanitation practices, thousands died of disease.

..........................................................................................................................................................
an writing, a literary style that we
today find rather stuffy, especially
in its smug self-assurance of racial
and religious superiority. Such
views are, however, evocative of
their times. The "racial folly"
referred to in the text is that
between Boer and Briton; the concerns of blacks were generally
ignored by both.
Some of the revelations are surprising, such as the following,
which would certainly have won
mixed reviews from a host of temperance organizations in both
Britain and the United States.

. . . Lord Roberts wrote that there
never was a more temperate army than
that which marched at his command to
Bloemfontein. Roberts had nurtured the
Army Temperance Society and had transfigured the army in India. Kitchener had
poured whiskey on the sands of Egypt
when it had been smuggled within his
lines. The army on its way to Bloemfontein had little to drink but diseaseladen water. . . . [A] halt of six weeks was
necessary to fight the fever imbibed at
Paardberq. . . .
All in all, the alcohol would
have been safer! As noted earlier,
either the ban was not that strictly
enforced or apparently did not
extend to monkeys.
Kilburn (or more properly James
M. Davis, who by this time held

the exclusive rights to distribution
of the Kilburn views) apparently
issued two major groupings of
views of the conflict, the first, with
negative numbers in the 13600s to
800s, copyrighted in 1900, the second, numbered in the 14100s and
200s, in 1901. These may not represent unbroken runs, however.
Although the company documented the arrival of British forces in
Capetown and the activities of various British units, in one sense the
Kilburn views of the conflict are
highly unusual, perhaps unique.
Possibly because many Americans,
especially Irish-Americans, supported the Boer cause against the
imperial pretensions of "perfidious
Albion," many (perhaps most) of
the Kilburn views show Boer forces
engaged in active operations.
Apparently, Kilburn's photographer
(or source) had actually accompanied the Boer armies in the field.
There are also several fine Kilburn
views depicting the activities of the
field ambulances, as well as a particularly interesting sequence
9~uriously,Nooitgedacht was located
along the rail line from Pretoria to
Portuguese East Africa and Churchill,
concealed on yet another train, had
in fact passed through the town on
h i s adventurous flight to freedom.
-~

-

showing captured British officers
and their Boer guards at the
Nooitgedacht Prison Camp, a
rather makeshift unwalled facility
that reflects both the unexpectedly
large haul of captives taken by the
Boers in the first months of the
conflict and the relative ease with
which Churchill was able to take
leave of a similarly amateurish
(though walled) enclosure? Kilburn
was therefore the only major
stereo publisher to document the
conflict primarily from the Boer
perspective. Many of Kilburn's
views of the Boer forces have a
wonderfully relaxed, informal
quality to them that is missing
from much of the other coverage
of the war.
That Kilburn was on particularly
good terms with the Boer establishment is also indicated by the
several fine views he produced of
the Boer political leaders, including Transvaal President Paul
Kruger. In appearance almost a caricature of the stolid Dutch burgher,
Kruger, whose policies, like those
of Milner, had helped bring on the
conflict, fled with his government
from Pretoria on the approach of
Roberts' forces at the end of May,
leaving behind his terminally ill
wife, who could not be moved,

and ironically proceeding east
along the very same Delagoa Bay
railway line that Churchill had
used in his earlier escape. Throughout the summer, Kruger attempted
to govern his rapidly disintegrating
country from a railway carriage
before accepting the inevitable and
crossing the border into Portugues; East Africa, and thence to
Europe, in September. He never
saw his wife or his country again.
Kilburn's photographer seems to
have accompanied the Boer government on its flight from Pretoria
(at least part of the time), as several fine views were taken in towns
along the railway at this time.
Perhaps the most startling of the
Kilburn views is one (#14231)
showing Boer women and children
being transported by train from
their homes to one of the notorious "concentration campsM-this is
virtually the only view I have
encountered even hinting at this
potentially explosive and embarrassing topic.
George E. Hamilton, who would
go on to become a Rhodes Scholar
at Oxford University in England,
and later, after World War I, the
long-term President of the Keystone View Company, originally
worked his way through college in

" A Ward in the Princess Christian's Hospital at Pinetown Bridge" ("B-P" Series lithoprint by W. Tylar, Birmingham, Eng.). Perhaps no aspect of the war was more extensively covered, with views of the various hospitals, doctors and staff, and transportation of the wounded by horse-drawn field ambulance. The facility shown here was
located near the port of Durban in Natal.
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Indiana by peddling Kilburn views
for James Davis during the summers of 1900 through 1903. These
were the Boer War years and competition between the major companies was keen. Curiously, according to Hamilton, Davis himself
had gotten his start as a salesman
for Underwood, while B. L. Singley,
who preceded Hamilton as President of Keystone, had flogged
views for both Underwood and
Davis before branching out on his
own in 1892. Hamilton noted that
during the Boer War years, Underwood had employed n o fewer than
3000 college students as summer
salesmen, while Keystone, White,
and Davis had each sent out about
a thousand, making stereographs a
major influence in funding the
education of the next generation
of America's political, social, and
business leaders.
In a lecture on the history of the
stereoscope delivered before a
gathering of the American Newcomen Society in 1949, Hamilton
recalled that Underwood had been
the first company to provide
extensive printed information on
the back of each stereograph. Keystone too had soon embraced the
idea but Kilburn's James Davis
declined to follow suit, citing as
his reason a belief that the text
"distracted attention from the picture." Hamilton saw this as little
more than an all-too-transparent
cover-up of the real reason-an
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attempt to cut expenses. Kilburn
may already have been in serious
financial difficulties and Hamilton
went on to note of Davis that "his
was the first of the four big companies to quit the business."
The last of the "big four" makers
of American stereographs at the
time of the South African conflict
was H. C. White. Hawley White
was a relatively new kid on the
block. In the years since his 1873
move to North Bennington, Vermont, White had branched out
from his original business of supplying ground-glass lenses to various small-scale manufacturers of
stereoscopes. By the start of the
Boer War, he was producing entire
stereoscopes, and doing it so well
that he was exclusively supplying
the viewers for many of the major
publishers of stereoscopic cards.
Nevertheless, it was not until 1900,
after the war was actually underway, that the H. C. White Company was formally organized and
White ventured into the production and sale of stereographs themselves.
Although H. C. White's offering
of Boer War views is far more limited in scope than that of the other
major stereo publishers, it nevertheless has elements of considerable interest that are seemingly
lacking from the more voluminous
efforts of Underwood, Keystone,
and Kilburn. Of particular note are
two views taken at Kimberley that
reflect the technology of the con-
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"Transport Train crossing Market Square, Kimberley, Boer War" (No. 8060 by H. C.
White). Although White's firm produced few views of the conflict, they did issue some
of the most unusual, such as this view of a steam traction engine chugging through
downtown Kimberley with a string of troop and supply lorries in tow. Essentially a
trackless train, it was a popular and practical method of transport throughout much
of the British Empire.

flict, one a spectacular view of an
armoured train (although it may
seem on the surface that the
British learned nothing from
Churchill's unfortunate experience,
such trains were in fact quite useful in moving British troops to
areas threatened by Boer commando raids during the later "guerrilla"
phase of the conflict); perhaps
even more intriguing is a view of a
"trackless" train, a steam traction
engine pulling a line of cars loaded
with troops and supplies. This was
a common but rarely documented
means of transport throughout the
British Empire at this time, replacing the heavy ox-drawn wagons in
places where reasonably decent
roads were available and comparable to the double-trailer rigs seen
on many American interstates
today.
Another unique offering in the
H. C. White group is a view depicting South Africa's hidden minority,
neither Boer, Briton, black, nor
"colored" (mixed ancestry), but
Indian. A great many workers and
their families had been imported
from India (the "Jewel in the
British Crownf1)to serve as laborers
in South Africa and many soon
found themselves victimized by

South Africa's unique racial hierarchy. (It should be noted that the
great Indian liberator, Mohandas
Gandhi, served in a field ambulance with Buller's forces during
the Boer War and was present at
both Colenso and Spion Kop.) The
White view shows a family of Indian squatters near Colenso. The
White series, bearing a 1901 copyright date, appears on both the
company's earlier buff mounts and
the later gray "Perfec" Stereograph
format introduced in 1903.
Curiously, in addition to the
many superb views of the war
itself, there are also several stereographs of a Boer War "reenactment"
of sorts-the so-called "South
African Boer War Exhibition" at
the St. Louis World's Fair (the
Louisiana Purchase Exposition) in
1904. This Fair attraction, which
modestly billed itself as "The
Greatest and Most Realistic Military Spectacle known in the History of the World," was the brainchild of South African impresario
and showman Frank E. Fillis, a
sort-of bushveldt Buffalo Bill, and
apparently featured reenactments
of the battles of Colenso, Modder
River, and Paardeberg-with at
least alleged participation by repre-

sentatives of one of the most illustrious of all British regiments, the
Gordon Highlanders. Stereographic
coverage of these simulated battles
was included in H. C. White's
extensive documentation of the
Fair and also by Philadelphia's C.
H. Graves (on Universal Photo Art
Co. mounts). Some of these "reenactment" images are actually more
convincing than many of the
allegedly genuine Underwood
"staged" views.
The Boer War was a war of transitions, the last of the relatively
small-scale colonial wars that permeated the Victorian Age with an
aura of romance and, at the same
time, a grim precursor of the more
frightful global conflicts of the
twentieth century. As such, it saw
both the comic opera siege of
Mafeking and the fearful slaughter
of frontal assaults on the Boer
trenches at Magersfontein and
along the Tugela, a foretaste of the
horrors of World War I. It featured
both the rakish, plumed cavalry of
an earlier age (in the irregular volunteer units at least) and an unintentional glimpse of the concentration camps that would haunt a
future generation. In these
respects, too, it shares much in
common with the American Civil
War-in the absurd vision of a
flushed covey of disturbed picnickers at First Bull Run, the dashing,
romantic exploits of a Custer, Stuart, or Mosby, the grim trenches of
Petersburg, or the horrors of an
Andersonville.
And, if the stereographs of the
conflict in South Africa lack much
of the often-searing impact of the
earlier Civil War views with their
stark vision of death, they are
nonetheless worthy of greater
study and attention from collectors
than they have heretofore enjoyed.
Even in their studious avoidance of
images of death, except in the safely sanitized, romanticized context
of the staged views, Boer War stereographs are a reflection of the sensibilities of a supposedly more
sedate and refined age. Those soldiers whose images stare back at
us, who tenaciously held the line
at Kimberley, Ladysmith, and
Mafeking, as well as their compatriots who fought gallantly to
relieve them, the stubborn Dutch
farmers who were their enemies,

and those who waited patiently at
home in England, Canada, and
Australia were, in more than one
sense of the word, the last Victorians.

Recommended Reading
For further information on the
Boer War, the author recommends
Michael Barthorp's The Angle-Boer
Wars as an excellent introduction
and Thomas Pakenham's The Boer
War as a more exhaustive study.
Emanoel Lee's To the Bitter End: A
Photographic History of the Boer War,
1899-1902 also provides a fine
account and exceptional detail on
several key aspects of the war,
especially the medical services, but,
although it unveils an astonishing
array of (largely amateur) images,
contains surprisingly little new on
photography. Thank God W e Kept
the Flag Flying: The Siege and Relief
ofLadysmith, 1899-1900 by Welsh
actor Kenneth Griffith and Brian
Gardner's Mafeking: A Victorian Leg-

end detail the two most dramatic
sieges. In terms of biography, Geoffrey Powell's Buller: A Scapegoat?
examines the war's most controversial figure, while Celia Sandys'
recent churchill: Wanted Dead or
Alive provides a well-balanced
study of her grandfather's spectacular adventures (Churchill's own
autobiography, My Early Life: A
Roving Commission is an incredibly
delightful book to read, although
Winston never lets the truth stand
in the way of a good story). Finally, Ian McDonald's The Boer War in
Postcards examines a format that
was beginning to challenge the
stereograph in popularity.
The author would like to express
his appreciation to NSA members John
Saddy of London, Ontario, Canada,
Neil DuBrey of Port Elizabeth, South
Africa, and Ron Blum of Oaklands
Park, Australia, for their assistance in
the preparation of this article. gp~
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14th ISU Congress
Besangon
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-- --(Continued from page 11)
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more often than not he discovered
that the scene through his
viewfinder evidenced double-barreled cameras pointed back at him.
Whilst busloads of 3-D folk were
off invading the surrounds of
Besangon, or investigating the
fourth dimension at the Museum
of Time, five inconspicuous
tourists were awaiting a tour of the
Horloge Astronomique, an 18th
century mechanical clock comprised of 30,000 moving parts. At
the appointed time, a man dressed
in a solemn suit admitted them
through a door below the Cathedrale St-Jean. The group composedly listened to his explanation of
the clock's engineering, but sprang
to action in sync with the gears of
the monumental clock when a
myriad of small sculptures enacted
a tableau vivant. A statuette of
Jesus popping in and out of a coffin proved too photogenic a provocation. Although the spectators
had themselves not known that
they were connected, their alliance
became apparent when all
unveiled twinned cameras of different designs.

-

Since its discovery, stereography
has undulated in waves of popularity and obscurity. Yet its torch has
always been steadfastly maintained
by guilds of those conscripted by
passion to serve as guardians and
perpetuators of the genre in all its
forms. Its allure is so mesmerizing
that it prompts 3-D tribes to travel
from far and wide to revel in a
week-long feast for the eyes, a
showcasing of 3-D images created
to the highest standard.
Text for this article was condensed
from a feature in Stereoscopy, the
magazine of the ISU. For information
on joining the ISU, see http://stereosco~~.com/isu/
. as
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Watch Out for 3-D Bugs!
- - -

.

-

-
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-
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distant fellow out in the forest that
could barely be seen. It required
headgear and the guy in the distance held two flags; he dropped
his arms just in time to try to sync.
There was a little tweezer slate and
a fun and unusual shark's mouth
slate.
Phillips explained, "What's critical and what was really important
in the 8 perf process, was that
because we had to do an optical
anyway to blow it up to 15/70, the
fact that we had to do that meant
that we could fix all types of problems in terms of alignment. And as
it turned out all the particular specia1 rigs were impossible to perfectly align. Sometimes one eye would
be a little bigger, or a little bit
smaller, there would be errors in x,
y, z and roll. Sometimes very subtle, but if you can fix them, it generally behooved us to do that".
Alignment and realignment had
to be adjusted for as many as 100
shots. They actually came up with
some clever ways of taking Photoshop files done by Phillips, scanning single frames, aligning them,
outputting charts and putting
those into the optical printers and
realigning the shots, so they actually look viewable on film. At the
LFCA conference we saw some very
interesting shots, first the elements
that went into the digital composite of the "Matrix" shot and Philips
had selected shots that had
required some fixes (we saw them
twice). Imagica had blown up the
footage without fixing for the tech
session. They showed lighting

-

- -

-

-

(Continued,mpage3

changes, density changes (a zoomin that had gotten darker-Imagica
produced dynamic changes for the
fix), shots with north, south, east,
west roll errors, many shots with
sizing changing between the eyes,
and misaligned shots. We were
instructed to check them with the
3-D glasses off. About half the
shots in the film had to be reconverged for a number of reasons.
The Digital composites allowed
maximum depth of field by keeping various layers in focus, and we
were shown all the different elements for some of these shots.
After opening at the Smithsonian Institution's National Museum
of Natural History in Washington
DC and the Audubon Institute's
Entergy IMAX Theater in the second week of March 2003, it had its
European premiere the following
week at the IMAX Theater in Bristol, UK.

Bugs! quickly rolled out to more
than a dozen LF theaters (both 3-D
and 2-D). The film opened at the
Reuben H. Fleet Science Center
IMAX Dome (2-D) in Southern California (San Diego) for the summer
of 2003 and is not scheduled to
open in 3-D until March 2004 at
the California ScienCenter (in Los
Angeles). In 2-D the wonderful
imagery is not highlighted and
you find yourself just not having
the same experience. This is truly a
film that should be viewed in 3-D.
With a crew of up to 110 people,
Director Mike Slee credits the
painstaking photography, the visual effects team at Double Negative
FX and the post-production work
for a beautifully seamless LF adventure. The 40-minute feature does
combine incredible footage with
cutting-edge technology to deliver
a fantastically entertaining and
enlightening, not-to-be-missed 3-D
experience. r'i8
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Talking
3-D Filmstrip
Concept Lives
concept of a talking, 3-D
viewer lives again with
Tthehefilmstrip
National Geographic 3-D Talk-

U.S. membership mailed third class ($32).

ing Viewer, available from the
National Geographic Online Store
as item number 73119 on the website htt~://national~eo~raphic.com
.
Each cartridge contains a filmstrip
loop with twelve 3-D natural history scenes and a recorded description of each subject.
The viewer and its cartridges
bear striking similarity to the 1997
Talking View-Master 3-D Viewer
(SW Vol. 24 No. 3, page 42) and to
the later, non-talking, View-Master
3-D Pocket Viewer (SW Vol. 26 No.
6, page 34). It also closely resembles the "Orbitor" filmstrip cartridge viewer which had limited
distribution in recent years and
reported lens alignment problems.
As with similar viewers, angled
light wells provide diffused illumination behind the stereo pairs
which are advanced by a lever on
the right side of the viewer. Each
advance of the approximately
16mm filmstrip triggers a different
message from a memory chip in
the cartridge. On the National
Geographic Website, the viewer
(with two cartridges) is $34.95 and
a pair of additional cartridges
(Weird & Wild and Reptiles &
Amphibians) is $14.95.
A non-talking version of the
National Geographic viewer with
two cartridges is available at Target
stores for $8.00. The viewer and
cartridge work well both mechanically and optically but several of
the images look very much like
3-D conversions from flat images.

U.S. membership mailed first class for faster delivery ($44).

All international memberships ($44).
Send a sample copy (U.S. $6.00, all other $7.50).
Please make checks payable to the National Stereoscopic Association.
Foreign members please remit in U.S. dollars with a Canadian Postal Money
order, an International Money Order, or a foreign bank draft o n a U.S. bank.
.. - -

p
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National Stereoscopic Association
PO Box 86708, Portland, OR 97286
The Only National Organization Devoted Exclusively To Stereo Photography, Stereoviews,and 3-DImaging Techniques.
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0 Supplies for st'ereographers
0 3-D slide viewers
0 Print stere~scope~

O

3-D slide mounts
0 3-D slide mounting supplies
O Books about 3-D & in 3-D
V i s i t o u r World Wide Web Catalog at
www.stereoscopy.com/reel3d

Reel 3-D Enterprises, Inc.
P.O. Box 2368
Culver City, CA 9023 1 U S A

Telephone: + l (3 1 0) 837-2368
Fax: + I (310) 558-1653
e-mail: reel3d@aol.com
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Keystone's
Great War
review by Iohn Dennis

% i1

I

t's easy to forget that for many
years, World War One was
known as "The Great War" or
simply the "World War", only
acquiring its "WWI" status when
another world war came along.
Publishers of stereoviews naturally
used the same terminology, and
views of "The Great War" were
published and sold through the
1930s. Keystone was by far the
largest publisher, with over 800
war views appearing in one or
more of the seven sets produced
between 1915 and 1932.
Many of the images were of
course those acquired by Keystone
with the purchase of other stereoview companies, Underwood &I
Underwood being the most
notable. Sorting out the origins of
images, the actual locations and
situations shown, and the accuracy
of titles or back notes has long
been a challenge for collectors and

historians. With the
I
vublication of The
'I'
1 Great War Through
Keystone Stereoflaphs
by NSA member. Robert S. ~ o ~ d ,
much of the mystery and confusion has been removed.
The book goes far beyond any
annotated catalog, covering matters of editorial decisions at Keystone regarding both images and
texts used in various sets as the
war became history and better
images from more sources became

available. Several tables identify
the categories of views in the various size versions of sets published
over the vears, while others chart
the diffeting coverage of various
aspects and years of the war by
Keystone and Underwood.
Even if you don't collect WWI
views, the detailed publishing history presented here makes one
hope for similar treatments of
other famous view sets.
(Continued on page 45)

Coming or going? Views and captions from page 4 1 show errors in the 1920 set. View
No. 19194 originally had U.S. troops leaving for France, but later was corrected to say
they were boarding a transport to return home. No. 19163 first identified the scene of
returning troops as New York but was later corrected to read Newport News, VA.
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March Enroute to C a m p After Troops on Marclr Enroccte t o C a m p After
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A Rose City Adventure
With More, in 2004
The 6-day NSA 2004 convention begins Wednesday, JuI 7at 8:30 am
when busses leave the hotel b r a day of 3-D movies andkxp~orationof
northwest Portland. Plan to arrive on Tuesday, July 6 so you don't miss anything!

I

I
National 3
Association
30th Annual convention
Y

July

7-12,2004,
Portland, Oregon

Contact Diane Rulien chair@nsa2004.com
website: www.nsa2004.com/
NSA 2004, PO Box 68724, Oak Grove, OR 97268-0724
Watch for registration forms on the website or in the next Stereo World issue.

Convention Hotel
Jantzen Beach DoubleTree Hotel, 909 N. Hayden Island Drive,
Portland OR 97217, (503) 283-4466
Reservations: 1 (800) 222-8733
The Jantzen Beach DoubleTree Hotel rovides a free 12 mile
shuttle ride to and from the Portlan International Airport.
Guests also receive complimentary chocolate chip cookies upon
check-in, complimentary USA Today newspaper delivery, and
com limentary access to on-site health club and recreational
Lcilities including an outdoor pool and tennis court.

B

2004 NSA Convention rates

..
...

Single/~oubleOccupancy . . . . .$lo4
Triple/Quad Occupancy .
. . . . .$I14
To receive this rate, reservations must be
made befare June 23,2004. Be sure to
mention you are with the NSA 2004
convention so you will be quoted the
convention rotes. For the best selection
of rooms (some rooms have river
views), reterve early.
SERBOlWVD Volume 29, Number 6
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Current Information
on Stereo Today
David Starkman & john Dennis

Inside the Depthcube

E

very year or so, a new concept
for a volumetric 3D display system is publicized but few ever
get beyond the prototype stage or
some highly specialized application. Nevertheless, the appeal of an
image more substantial than a
hologram and directly viewable
without the viewing angle limitations of autostereoscopic systems
has kept researchers busy. The
larest result is the "Depthcube"
from Vizta3D (formerly Dimensional Media Associates) marketed
by Lightspace Technologies, Inc.
The Depthcube 21024 presents
detailed 3-D images within a 15.7"
x 11.8" display four inches deep.
The full image is viewable over a
90" field of view, allowing several
people to see it from any distance
without special eyewear or headtracking required. The secret is a
rear-projection, high-speed DLP
video projector which sends a
series of 3-D image slices into the
display space. This four inch deep
space is filled with 20 electrically
switchable liqud crystal scattering
shutters.
~~~himage slice is stopped at
the correct depth plane, producing
a complete 3-D image within the
20 layers. A "proprietary hardware
algorithm" is said to eliminate
visual discontinuities between the
layers to make the image appear
smooth and continuous. The projector sends out 1000 images per
second to refresh the entire volume of space 50 times a second. A

..................................................................
The DepthCube"' volumetric 3-0
display system.

Vdumr 29, Number 6 SlXBDTHIRCD

The DepthCubem21024 volumetric
3-0 display from Lightspace
Technologies, Inc.

..................................................................
be the first volumetric 3-D display
break Open the market for this
type of high quality, easily viewed
3-D that could eventually reach
the
of arcades and
store displays. More information is
from Lightspace
Technologies, 26 Pearl St.,
Norwalk, CT 06850,
htl~://www.li~htspacetech.com
.

Upcoming Stereo Exhibitions
he PSA Stereo Division's website:
Thttp://home.comcast.net~
-~sastereo/has a number of current
exhibition entry forms.

Oakland. Format: Stereo slides and
Stereo cards. Closing date: January
21, 2004. Cards: Barrie H. Bieler,
FPSA, 737 Wignet Ln., Walnut Creek,
CA 94598-4353. Email: &&r
@astound.netSlides: JamesJohnston,
23699 E 14th St. #24, San Leandro,
CA 94577. Fees: US/Can $7, Others

$8.

II
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completely new 3-D image can be
written to the display nearly 20
times a second-not fast enough
for Virtual Reality, but enough for
real-time user interaction with the
image-and even for video games.
As with any volumetric display,
image depth is limited to the physical size of the device and no
through-the-window effects are
possible.
Unlike the see-through images
produced by some earlier volumetric 3-D displays, the Depthcube
can display full color solid surface
images as well as translucent or
wireframe images. It can display
images from real-time sources generated by several professional level
software programs. Applications
are possible in technical fields
from medicine to science, weather,
defense, security, computer aided
engineering, complex data analysis, etc.
While the system is far beyond
affordableconsumer uses, it could

The 46th
International
Stereo Slide Exhibition. Format:
Realist mounted stereo slides. Closing
date: February 1,2004. Ray Zone,
1945 Hillhurst Ave. #4, Los Angeles,
CA 90027. Email: 13dzoneCGearthlink
.net Fees: US $8, Outside USA $10.
The 6th Hollywood International
Stereo Print (Card) Exhibition.
Format: 3%x 7-inch stereo cards.

Closing date: February 1, 2004.
Lawrence Kaufman, 1607 Mariposa
Drive, Corona, CA 92879. Email:
kaufman3d@earthlink.netFees: US $8,
Outside USA $10.
8th Delaware Stereo Print Exhibition. Format: Prints. Closing date:
March 22, 2004. Lynn Maniscalco,
1304 Oberlin Road, Wilmington, DE
19803. Email: ltmphoto@iuno.com
Fees: US $7, Canada $8, Overseas $9.
Add $1 for mailed report, deduct $2
for catalog without color reproductions.
The 24th Southern Cross Interns*Onal Exhibitionof
Photography. Format: Stereo Slides. Closing
date: March 25, 2004. Ray Moxom,
46 Glenayr Ave., West Ryde NSW
2114, Australia. Email:
raymoxom@tpg.com.auFees: $8.00
(US).

Lenticular Lives!
onsumer lenticular prints from
2, 3 or lens cameras or from
Cdigital
files are available from sev4

eral sources, as are software packages and materials for creating
your own lenticular prints. Not
included here are the several firms
offering custom display size or
mass production promotional
lenticulars. An internet search for
"lenticular 3-D" will bring up several pages of these.
The Orasee Corporation offers
processing and prints from 3 and
4 lens cameras in a variety of
sizes as well as professional services and lenticular lens material.
Their website also continues to
offer unused Nimslo cameras and
flash units for sale. Orasee, 4850
River Green Parkway, Duluth, GA
30096, (770) 497-0727,
h~://www.orasee.com. Click on
"3D photos" for print order
forms & prices.
CLIK 3D offers lenticular prints
from 2, 3, or 4 lens cameras.
CLIK 3D, Unit 18, 3909 Witmer

Road, Niagara Falls, NY 143051244, (888) 262-8682,
www.clik3d.com .
• In the UK,Lenticular printing is
available from 3D Creations,
which handles lenticular printing
for 2, 3, or 4 lens cameras. (The 2
lens is a newly available option).
They also sell new single-use and
reloadable 3 lens cameras. 3D
Creations, 93 Lethe Grove,
COLCHESTER, Essex C02 8RH,
United Kingdom,

Right eye

-

www.3dcreations.ukcompanies.org .

Prepackaged "3D4UWsoftware,
instructions, and lenticular material for creating your own prints
are available from Mediabop,
46560 Fremont ~ l v d#117,
.
Fremont, CA 94538,
www.mediaboll.com .
A free, downloadable lenticular
printing instruction book is
offered by Igor Kurchavov, who
also sells lenticular materials at
httD:llwww.3dpictures.bizl
technolow.htm .

e

?ight inage

A more historical approach is

taken on the CD-ROM "History
and Guide Book to Lenticular
Technology" covering lenticular
images produced by Vari-Vue and
Wonder. A lenticular image, lens,
and software are included for
$39.95 from F Didik, Box-7426,
New York, NY 10116,
www.Vari-Vue.com .

3-D in Your Lap
utostereoscopic computer displays gained a new level of
Asophistication
with the recent
release of the Sharp Actius RD3D
(aka Mebius PC-RD3D) notebook.
The 15-inch barrier strip Liquid
Crystal Display screen can be
switched from 2-D to 3-D, allowing general laptop use as well as
the viewing of true stereoscopic
images.
Unlike other autostereoscopic
computer or video screens
(whether lenticular, barrier strip or
exit pupil) the Actius RD3D is
aimed at a more general market
rather than just specialized scientific or CAD applications. In its promotional material, Sharp is highlighting entertainment applications like movies and games and is
bundling three titles with the
RD3D: James Bond 007: Nightfire,
Tiger Woods PGA Tour 2003, and
Need For Speed Hot Pursuit 2 as well
as trailers from 3-D movie provider
NWave. Also included is Sharp's

Separating right from left without
lenses the barrier strip concept as
refined by micro liquid crystal switches.

-

..................................................................
The Sharp Actius RD3D LCD bamer
strip 2-D/3-0 notebook.

..................................................................
Smart Stereo Photo Editor to convert digital photos into 3-D images
The Actius RD3D sells for $3,299
and runs on Windows XP Professional. Key hardware features
include a 2.8-GHz Intel Pentiurn 4
processor, 512MB of DDR SDRAM, a
60GB hard drive, and a DVD mul-

tidrive with DVD-R/-RWIRAM and
CD-RW capabilities.
The Actius RD3D displays two
overlapping images, one showing
the right-eye perspective and one
showing the left-eye perspective.
At the same time, the monitor
switches on an LCD filter behind
the main screen that restricts the
light illuminating every other
(Continued on page 13)
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Stereo Movies
from Another Era
World 3-D Film Expo
Revisits Stereoscopic Cinema
by Ray Zone

W

ho says time travel is impossible? The recent World 3-D
Film Expo that ran from
September 12 through 21 at the
Egyptian Theater in Hollywood
proves that journeying through
time, as well as space, can be a
reality. Motion pictures constitute
a kind of cinematic afterlife for
their subject matter, at once invoking and dispelling the notion of
time. When you add the factor of
depth to this resurrection of movement, color and sound, the result
can seem to be a kind of spatial
journey through time itself.
With the screening of 33 feature
films and over 20 shorts in the
classic dual-projection 3-D format,
many of the stereoscopic films of
the 1950s were given their Los
Angeles premiere in the threedimension format as well as a first
screening utilizing polarizing filters

and glasses. Through the tireless
efforts of SabuCat Productions and
festival organizer Jeff Joseph, 3-D
film archivist Bob Furmanek and
stereoscopic technician Dan
Symmes, the remaining elements
and prints of rare 3-D films were
assiduously assembled and projected onto a silver screen using stateof-the-art technology.
Stereoscopic projectionist Paul
Rayton used two projectors interlocked with a computer to keep
the two film strips running synchronously and to be on the lookout for problems inherent in twinstrip projection such as film
"weave" in which horizontally
traveling subjects appear to be
pseudoscopic. In addition, with
the saeening of a special "Rarities
in 3-D" program, alternate stereoscopic formats such as single-strip
over and under, anaglyph and

Looming menace, as enhanced by a decpfocus, nght-time "exterior" shot in Warner

BrothcJsHoUKOfW~,whkhapanedthc~3-DFiRm~
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even the incredibly scarce veaographic format were used.
Speaking as one of a handful of
dedicated but exhausted individuals who saw every one of the 3-D
films at the festival, I can tell you
that the experience was a little like
trying to consume a twelve-course
meal in 10 minutes. It was a perceptual feast, a once-in-a-lifetime
experience for the stereoscopic
cineaste, not to be missed and,
very likely, never to be equaled
again.

The Gold Standard for 3-D
The 3-D Film Festival opened
Friday night with the screening of
two fine-condition prints of Warner Brother's House of Wax, still the
"gold standard" for 3-D movies
with its seamless integration of
great stereo-photography, an excellent story and fine acting. Director
Andre de Toth was a one-eyed
director of stereoscopic movies but
his handling of the threedimensional visual elements of House of
Wax is exceedingly creative, from a
silhouetted foreground head of
"Igor" (Charles Bronson) rising up
and entering the screen space to
deep-focus, night-time 'exteriors."
At all times the dramatic action in
House of Wax includes the audience as an invisible but implicit
element.
De Toth was working from a fine
screenplay by Crane Wilbur that
incorporated "dimensional
effects." Here, for example, is the

Michael Schlesinger of
sony ~/assicrwith
~yhjaLewis (Mawaii)
from Drums of Tahiti.

I

(Stmo by DovM Starkron)

description of Scene number 30, a
fight sequence between "Jarrod"
(Vincent Price) and "Burke" (Roy
Roberts):
"ANOTHER ANGLE - JARRODIN F.G.
Burke in b.g. as the latter flings the chair.
jarrod sees it coming and ducks down
OUT OF SHOT - the chair comes
hurtling toward the CAMERA, THROUGH
THE FRAME and toward the audience.
DIMENSIONAL EFFECT"

Ironically, de Toth opposed the
use of the 3-D "gimmick" sequence
with the paddle-ball coming out at
the audience and had to defer to
the wishes of producer Bryan Foy
in using it in the film. Before the
showing of House of Wax, John
Norling's short 1939 film Motor
Rhythm, a Technicolor stopframe
animation of a blue Chrysler
assembling itself, was screened
with brand new prints. This film
delighted the audience. Under the
title New Dimensions, it had been
originally commissioned by the
Chrysler Corporation and screened
at the 1939 New York World's Fair.
Curiously, the prints shown at the
3-D film festival were dated 1943.
The film was released to theaters
by RKO Radio Pictures in 1953.
The second feature of the
evening was Andre de Toth's The
Stranger Wore A Gun, a Columbia
film reassembled from existing elements by Grover Crisp at Sony
Classics. In an email of September
14, Crisp described the restoration
of the film. "This print was made
from right eye YCM (Yellow-CyanMagenta) printing negatives, and
left eye YCM printing negatives,
which are the closest thing to the
original that survive," wrote Crisp.
"There is no Cyan or Magenta for
reel 2A of the left eye, therefore we
printed it flat using the right set
for both eyes. It seemed the most
pleasing alternative for the

moment. Additionally, where there
was damage to individual shots in
one eye that we could not replace,
we double-printed from the other
eye to cover for the damage. There
are a few shots like that throughout."
The Stranger Wore A Gun was one
of only two films shot with Eastman "stripping" film, a process
which destroyed the original negative element in creating the YCM
Technicolor matrices. Talk about a
bad idea! The film itself is a surprisingly pedestrian directorial
effort from de Toth with Randolph
Scott sleepwalking through a
potentially complex role as a former Quantrill's Raider. An interesting attempt was made, however, to
combine match moves of 3-D foreground elements with the motion
in 2-D background plates.

Restorations and Rarities
Sony Classics restored and made
new prints for most of the Columbia films seen at the festival,
including Man in the Dark, released
April 8,1953 (one day before House
of Wax), Gun Fury (September 30,
1953), The Nebraskan (December 3,
1953) and The Mad Ma@cian (April
30,1954). Two 3 Stooges shorts,
Spooks and Pardon My Backfire,
directed with outrageous in-youreyes 3-D effects by Jules White,
were also produced by Columbia
and screened in brand new prints.
Columbia's Miss Sadie Thompson
(December 23,1953) with a fine
Rita Hayworth in the title role,
closed out the festival. The three
Columbia 3-D films directed by the
"King of the Gimmicks," William
Castle, were screened with Fort Ti
(May 23), Dnuns of Tahiti (November 30) and Jesse James Vs. The DUE
tons (January 31,1954). With Castle's 3-D efforts the off-the-screen

effects were much in evidence with
guns, torches and debris hurtling
out at the audience. D m of Tahiti, using many 2-D process shots in
the background, featured some
great double entendre dialogue in
the first half and wildly ineffective
special effects in the second part.
Since twin-strip 3-D projection
requires two projectors there is
always an intermission during the
feature to enable the projectionist
to mount the second set of reels.
During the marathon 3-D viewing,
these reel-change intermissions
offered a welcome break for longdistance moviegoers to stretch
their legs before reentry into stereo
space.
Without the preservation and
restoration efforts of 3-D film
archivist Bob Furmanek, this 3-D
Film Festival wouldn't have h a p
pened. The 3-D boom in the 1950s
was very short-lived, from November 1952 to the Spring of 1954.
When 20th Century Fox premiered
The Robe in Cinemascope in Sep
tember of 1953, the writing was on
the wall. Many films photographed
in 3-Dl like Alfred Hitchcock's Dial
M For Murder, were released flat in
1954. Herbert L. Strock's science
fiction feature COG had limited
3-D play dates in June of 1954.
Many of the 3-D films released
flat had the left-eye and right-eye
elements shipped out separately so
the 3-D elements were lost. "I
would find a print of a 3-Dtitle,"
says Furmanek, "and realize that it
was made up of reels from both
the left and right side of the film."
Furmanek's most difficult restoration was Cat Women of the Moon
(released December 10,1953)
which was pieced together from at
least six different prints. The distributors werenlt too dixriminating about different sides sent out
JT&RBOWUiW Volume 29, Number 6
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for 2-D exhibition of the films. A
good example is Son of Sinbad, five
minutes of which were pieced
together with left and right eye
elements and projected with single-strip overlunder 3-D during the
"Rarities in 3-D" program on September 20.
Furmanek rescued Motor Rhythm
just in time. He located the original IR (dye imbibition) Technicolor
prints which were deteriorating
and shrinking with vinegar syndrome and put them through an
optical printer. Paramount Picture's
Sangaree (May 27,1953) and Those
Redheads from Seattle (October 16,
1953) are apparently lost but surviving segments in the form of Ips
(interpositives) from each film
were projected in 3-D during the
Rarities program.
A somewhat faded but projectible left eye print from GOG
was discovered and projected in
sync with a richly chromatic right
eye print. The slight difference in
color value between the two prints
did not interfere with stereo fusion
for the audience. The film itself is a
hoot with Richard Egan battling
two menacing but ridiculously
structured robots.
The Rarities program was full of
revelations. Some of the earliest
anaglyphic films released in America, provided courtesy of the Eastman House, were shown. These
included some gimmicky 3-D tests,
allegedly by William T. Crespinel
(Winter, 1919) depicting an old
woman holding forth a bottle of
poison, cowboys firing directly at
the audience and a swordsman
thrusting his saber out of the
screen. Intriguing anaglyphic silhouettes created by Frederic E.
Ives, Jacob Leventhal and John
Norling depicted a fisherman on a
The Columbia Studios
3 - 0 camera rig.
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boat, a facsimile of Charlie Chaplin's "Little Tramp" mopping the
floor and a baseball action scene.
The only surviving vectographic
motion picture, a segment from
Disney's 1953 cartoon Melody was
projected, courtesy of professor
Scott Duncan of Cal Arts. The vectographic film process, incorporating bi-directional linear polarization in the film emulsion itself,
eliminating the need for two projectors and polarizing filters, was
developed by Edwin Land during
World War 11. This particular test
was made as an exploratory effort
to break into the theatrical market.
Oskar Fischinger, stereographic
painter and inventor of the music
video in the 1920s created a 40 second Stereo Film in 1952 as a test
on 35mm film which received its
public premiere here in a theatrical
setting. Remarkable Louis Lumiere
stereoscopic footage from 1934 was
projected in twin-strip format
depicting a mother and child at
play. This unique 3-D film was
originally shot and projected with
an unusual horizontal 35mm film
format.

Deep Spaces of the Westerns
There were many 3-D westerns
in the film festival and they
demonstrated the unique use of
real environmental space the genre
offers the stereoscopic filmmaker.
Gun Fury (November 1, 1953),
directed by the one-eyed Raoul
Walsh, was one of the best. It was
photographed by veteran director
of photography Lester White, ASC
with Columbia's special stereoscopic camera rig.
Designed by Columbia Studios
engineer Gerald Rackett, the
stereoscopic camera utilized two
Mitchell camera movements sideby-side shooting straight ahead
without the aid of mirrors or
prisms. Though housed within a
blimp for noiseless filming, the
Columbia stereo camera was a
smaller, mobile unit that provided
control of convergence and variable interaxial operated by knobs
and dials on either side of the
blimp. An additional control for
follow-focus on moving camera
shots was incorporated along with
synchronization and interlocking
of the lens mechanisms of both
cameras.

These controls, and fine camera
work by Lester White, were responsible for the excellent stereoscopic
realism in Columbia's westerns.
The prototype of Columbia's stereo
camera was tested on it's first
release, Man in the Dark, with fine
results and put to good use by
Charles "Buddy" Lawson, ASC,
director of photography on Miss
Sadie Thompson. Rut it was Lester
White who really understood the
stereoscopic potential of the rig. By
the time White filmed Gun Fury he
was varying the interocular from
shot to shot and creating a subliminally different sense of scale with
every scene. There is, as a result, a
refreshingly fluid sculptural quality
in the stereoscopic imagery.
Director of photography Lucien
Ballard, ASC, made a fine use of the
20th Century dual 35mm "ClearVision" 3-D rig built by Grover
Laub and Sol Halprin in filming
Inferno (July 29, 1953), a crime
story with "Mr. Carson" (Robert
Ryan) left to die in the desert by
his scheming wife (Rhonda Fleming) and her lover (William Lundigan). The excellent stereoscopic
photography exploiting Mr. Carson's point of view places the audience right in the middle of the
hostile desert landscape and its
sweltering horizons to great dramatic effect.
Location-based realism also was
used in the contemporary western
Arena (June 24, 1953), MGM's first
3-D film, a drama of rodeo life well
served by its documentary look
created from filming at an actual
event in Arizona. MGM's compact
dual-camera unit, engineered by its
camera department head, John
Arnold, ASC, was highly mobile.
The pitfalls of stereoscopic filming on a sound stage with the use
of miniatures could be observed in
RKO's cable-car adventure Second
Chance (July 18, 1953) directed by
Rudolph Mate and starring Robert
Mitchum, Linda Darnel1 and Jack
Palance. Much better visual effects
were achieved with RKO's later 3-D
release Dangerous Mission (March 5,
1954) which effectively mixed
location and sound stage filming
with complex process shots of a
forest fire.

Golden Clunkers, Cartoons
and Stereo Landmarks

,

Two "Golden Turkeys," Robot
Monster (June24,1953) and Cat
Women of the Moon (December 10,
1953), both released by Astor Pictures, had the festival attendees in
stitches of laughter with their high
kitsch dialogue and scenarios. Both
are famous for their hysterically
ridiculous and fun characters. The
"robot monster," of course, is
"RoMan" a basso profondo-voiced
alien wearing a space helmet atop
a gorilla suit who wanders endlessly along a trail and through the
caves of Hollywood's Bronson
Canyon. A new generation RoMan
put in a personal appearance after
the screening courtesy of director
Joe Dante who introduced the
film. There are so many ridiculous
elements in Cat Women of the
Moon, from the chaise lounge seating of the astronauts to the "hightech" presence of a 16mm film reel
as decor, but the high point of
absurdity for me was when female
astronaut "Helen Salinger" (Marie
Windsor) adjusts her make-up
immediately upon landing on the
moon.
A great collection of stereoscopic
shorts and cartoons accompanied
the feature films. Paramount's Boo
Moon, featuring Casper the Friendly Ghost, looked great in brand
new prints with strong 3-D effects.
Walter Lantz's Hypnotic Hick, with
Woody the Woodpecker, displayed
exceptional depth with many continuous and volumetric 3-D visual
elements. Interesting but not quite
as dimensional were Walt Disney's
Working For Peanuts featuring Chip
and Dale, Warner Brother's Lumberjack Rabbit with Bugs Bunny and
Disney's Melody. In organizing the
festival, Jeff Joseph paired up cartoons and shorts with the 3-D features as they were originally
released in the 1950s, another factor which created the impression
of traveling back in stereographic
time.
Preceding the screening of Arch
Oboler's Bwana Devil (November
26,1952), the landmark 3-D film
which launched the 1950s boom,
with original 1950s Ansco-color
prints in fairly good condition, was
a Milton Gunzberg produced five
and a half minute black-and-white
short, Time for Beanie, introducing

Kathleen Hughes, star of 3-0 films The Ckrss Web and It Come From Outer w e , wtsihe
the Egyptian Thwter: ( S t m by ~ o v kstorkmon)
l

.........................................................................................................
........................................................
3-D, hosted by Lloyd Nolan and
including Bob Clampett's popular
TV puppet characters Beany &
Cecil, as well as "Miss 3-D," Shirley
Tegge who put in a personal
appearance for a Q&A with Dan
Syrnmes. Despite its landmark status, Bwana Devil is, as Life magazine characterized it in its issue of
February 16,1953, a "cheap and
preposterous" film. (SW Vol. 29
No. 2.) Robert Stack's "Jock Hayward" is a decidedly unsyrnpathetic character perpetually complaining, ignoring his lovely wife
"Alice" (Barbara Britton) and wildly flinging dirt about with a shovel. The scene where a lion attacks
"Doctor Angus Ross" (Nigel Bruce)
is so laughably staged it is reminiscent of an embaffled Bela Lugosi
flinging a rubber octopus about in
Ed Wood's 1954 (2-D) film Bride of
the Monster.
Other black and white shorts at
the festival very likely received
their 3-D world premiere. Arnazingly bad was a 17 minute short,
Down the Hatch, directed by Jules
White featuring a quasi-Italian
comedian named Harry Mimmo
doing absurd impressions. Stardust
in Your Eyes was a 6 minute black
and white comedy short featuring
Slick Slavin and produced by Al
Zimbalist to possibly be shown
with Robot Monster. The Adventures
of Sam Space was a 9 minute color
stop motion puppet animation
with a charming story and 3-D
effects.
One complete program titled
"Stereo Techniques" featured short

films produced by Raymond and
Nigel Spottiswode, and Leslie P.
Dudley for the 1951 Festival of
Britain. In addition to producing
dual 35mm stereo films, the Spottiswode brothers are the authors of
the classic book The Theory of
Stereoscopic llansmission & Its Application to the Motion Picture (University of California Press: 1953). Two
of the shorts were ground breaking
stereo animations produced by
Norman McLaren with the Nationa1 Film Board of Canada. Around is
Around is an amazing 10 minute
film created by photographing
black and white screen shots,
slightly out of phase, off an oscilloscope and then optically printing
them to twin strip 35mm color
film. Now is the Time (To Put on
Your Glasses) is a 3 minute color
hand drawn stereo animation.
Royal River, (also titled The Distant Thames) filmed by the Spottiswode brothers with two interlocked 3-strip Technicolor cameras
side-by-side, featured a leisurely
trip down the Thames. The Black
Swan, a thirteen and a half minute
black and white film, featured the
Covent Garden Royal Ballet and
Sadler Wells Group performing
Swan Lake. The stereo window
itself in The Black Swan was made
to float off the screen by the addition of a black surround within the
boundaries of the film frame itself.
Leslie Dudley's 10 minute black
and white film, A Solid Explanation,
features a humorously fastidious
British gentleman explaining the
principles of stereoscopy.

--
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In addition to the incredible list
of 3-D films screening at the festival, practically every film featured
the appearance of a special guest
which included actors, directors,
writers and art directors with such
personalities as actress Kathleen
Hughes (The Glass Web), director
Richard Fleischer (Arena), actress
Kathryn Grayson (Kiss Me Kate),
Forrest J. Ackerman, Ray Bradbu~y
(It Came From Outer Space) and
many others. These individuals
were interviewed by Dan Symmes
and Michael Schlesinger and also
fielded questions from the audience. An excellent program book
designed and written by Dan
Symmes was, and still is, available
for purchase from SabuCat Productions as well as a DVD of 3-D trailers with anaglyph footage, and a
Festival T-shirt and poster.
Rounding out the stereographic
experience of the Festival, the
Stereo Club of Southern California
(SCSC) mounted a display of stereocards, sequential stereo slide
viewers, and anaglyph photo
prints in the entryway to the Spielberg Theater, within the Egyptian
itself. Franklin Londin's "Stereo
Medusa" sculpture, incorporating
illuminated stereo viewers with
slide transparencies amazed all
who experienced it. Inside the
Spielberg Theater, SCSC stereo slide
programs were running continuously with an SCSC compilation,
Abe Perlstein's U R There hyperstereos and the author's Hollywood
3-0show.

Kiss Me Film, or Stereo
Kinesthetics
In revisiting historic stereoscopic
films, the 3-D Film Expo represents
a kind of "new and improved"
infancy for the 3-D cinema, a second chance, if you will, to come
across. By revisiting stereoscopic

cinema's past and giving it optimum presentation, a new consideration of the aesthetics of 3-D
film and their "cinematic necessity" to the narrative (as Roger Ebert
puts it) is in order.
As with still photography and
art, the stereographic parameter of
the z-axis may be not just an additive or "gimmick" like icing on the
cake of the artistic product, but it
also expands the possibilities for
expression by the visual artist.
With motion pictures in particular,
the aesthetic potential of movement along the z-axis and the use
of the stereo window, its edge definition as a portal into screen or
audience space, redefines cinema.
One of the most seamless applications of stereo space to narrative,
movement, color and sound is that
of the film Kiss Me Kate (October
15,1953). Presented at the 3-D
Expo in stereophonic sound, this
George Sidney-directed film, represents a nearly perfect marriage of
the sensory delights that the musical and opera embody. The film
was also released in a flat version
and even in 2-D has assumed classic status. But seen flat, the viewer
is deprived of the spatial experience the choreography and art
direction were specifically designed
to create. As well, the subtle interplay of the "play within the film,"
the theatrical setting alternating
with the "real" world within the
narrative as "KateILilli Vanessi"
(Kathryn Grayson) and "PetruchiofFred Graham" (Howard Keel)
interact, is given greater dynamic
fluidity through the use of 3-D.
The audience of the stereoscopic
film itself is symbolically represented by the audience within the
film. These symbolic representations, the trompe l'oeil pleasure of
identification with the artificial
and the willing suspension of dis-

belief, lie at the very center of the
experience of art. This is no small
matter. It pierces the heart of
"make believe," the primal need
for stories that all human beings
possess. More specifically, stereography presents to the storyteller
an expanded narrative palette with
subtler and more seductive tools to
invoke belief. [See SW Vol. 9 No. 3,
page 34.1
The narrative tools of the z-axis
are very powerful. Used without
subtlety, they can backfire on the
storyteller and instantly undermine belief. In certain of the films
at the 3D Expo, the gimmick offthe-screen shots, though they may
jolt us for an instant, actually pull
us more powerfully back into the
narrative. It Came From Outer Space
(May 26,1953), directed by Jack
Arnold in black and white and presented at the Expo in stereo sound,
is one such example. 3-D effects
with meteors and avalanches hurtle into audience space. Several
times we see from the point of
view of an alien. But always we
come back into the otherworldly
narrative, its atmosphere at all
times reinforced by 3-D. The spatial experience is an inherent part
of the film's strangeness.
The Creature From the Blaik
Lagoon (February 24,1953), also
directed by Jack Arnold, uses
stereoscopic underwater photography very effectively. An ominous
underwater ballet between an
innocently swimming "beauty"
(JulieAdams) and the "beast" of
the Gill Man (Ricou Browning) in
the aquatic depths below is a stereographic tour-de-force.
The scene works fine flat. But
viewed in 3-D the aqueous space
separating the two disparate worlds
of innocence and experience these
characters exemplify, is living and
tangible for the audience.

CSC member Fmnklin

-ondon with his
"Stereo Medusa" multiple viewerjmrt of
the SCSC e x W t near
the entmnce to the
Spielkg Theater.

actors in the seemingly immense
confines of the cinematic frame.
He suggests their powerlessness
A 3-D tllm t-estlval is coming up on the east coast, February L / - L Y , LUU4,
against overwhelming forces and
at the Lafayette Theater in Suffern, New York. "3 Days of 3-D" will include
displays their diminutiveness withKiss Me Kate, Creature from the Black Lagoon, Dial "M" for Murder, It Came
in a massive castle that is haunted
from Outer Space, Gorilla at Large, Inferno, Miss Sadie Thompson, Robot Monby a centuries-old secret. In the
ster, Gun Fury and House o f Wax as wellI as short subjects I ike Spook s, Lumsecond reel, with the surprising
berjack Rabbit, Motor Rhythm, Pardon hl y Backfire and othlers.
revelation of that secret in the
strip, polarized 3-D at: the
All films will be projected ir1-.dual
form of an amphibious "monster,"
.
- reno,
1000-seat 1924 movie palace. I lckets are $8.00 per show. lJasses a
the audience erupts in hysterical
$30.00 per day or $65.00 for a full festival pass. Contact the Lafaylette
laughter. The image of the monster
Theater, 97 Lafayette Ave., Suffern, NY 10901, (845) 369-8234,
is displayed with a stereoscopic
ics.com .
http://biqscreenclassics.corn/3days3d.htrn email: 3Dinfo@biqscreenclass
realism that only makes it all the
more ridiculous.
(Ray Milland) and "Mark Halliday"
The artistic potential for stereoThe addition of a stereoscopic
(Robert Cummings) conversing. At
scopic narrative is SO great that its
parameter to cinema, then, artistileast they do move around the
failures represent a kind of betrayal
cally amplifies the medium itself.
room a bit as they speak to each
of the medium. Paramount's Flight
When song and music were added
other. I personally find these "midto Tangier (October 3, 1953), along
to theater, a new art form, that of
dle-of-the-road" 3-D efforts far
with Money From Home (February
opera, evolved. The 1950s 3-D
more offensive than bombs such as
3,1954) are the only 3-D features
films were launched by the studios
Robot Monster and Cat Women of
the studio filmed in three-strip
and its technicians at light speed
the Moon. At least with these
Technicolor. It's no surprise that
from a relative position of standing
turkeys the power of S t e r e 0 ~ ~ 0 p i ~ still. The 3-D Film Expo demonFlight to Tangier was released in
cinema in an inverse fashion,
both 2-D and 3-D. The stereoscopstrates that many of the 1950s
backfiring furiously, violently
ic photography, though produced
stereoscopic motion pictures were
hurtling the audience out of the
by long-time Technicolor specialist
actually very good films that incornarrative, is allowed to assert itself.
Ray Rennahan, ASC, is so pedestriporated the use of the z-axis into
A great example of a 3-D film
an in its blithe refusal to exploit
their narratives with great artistry.
the z-axis that I found the film
simultaneously making aesthetic
If the power and subtlety of this
use of the z-axis and being subvertoffensive. Simple camera placenew narrative tool may have been
ed by it is The Maze U U ~ Y26, 1953),
ment or movement could have
misused by many of its practitionstarring Richard Carlson. Carlson
engendered stereo enhancement to
ers, it's no reflection on the mediwas a kind of 3-D Everyman in the
the narrative at no additional cost.
um itself.
1950s, also starring in It Came From
Watching Flight to Tangier in 3-D
me World Film procvam
Outer Space and The Creature From
is like going to hear a full symphobook and other collectibles are availthe
Lagoon. In the first
of
ny orchestra with the conductor
able porn sabucat Productions, PO.
The Maze, director William
eliciting sound from the violin secBox 902875, Palmdale, CA 93590,
Cameron Menzies makes a great
tion only, for the entire concert,
1-800-538-7228 or online at:
use of stereo space by dwarfing his
while the rest of the orchestra sits
www.3dfilmfest.com.
silent and inactive. Thank God a
character in the film threw away a
cigarette directly at the camera! It
was the only 3-D moment in the
film. A similar betraval of the
.
stereosco~icmediuh is Alfred
I ( ~ o n & u e d from page 36)
itchc cock's Dial M for Murder (May The competitive strategies and pol- history and genealogy to uncon29, 1954), adapted to film from the
ventional warfare. His interest in
itics behind many image and text
play by Frederic Knott. Hitchcock,
the Great War was aroused when
choices at Keystone, as well as the
under contract to Warner Brothers,
he discovered a set of letters from
outright errors and bogus titles,
was compelled to make this film in
his great-uncle, who was an airmake fascinating reading. In fact,
3-D even though it ultimately was
craft mechanic in France (and will
the quality of the research makes it
released flat and waited until 1979
be the subject of a future book). In
frustrating that the views illustratfor its 3-D premiere at the Tiffany
his preface, he acknowledges that
ing it had to be reproduced at only
Theater in Los Angeles. Hitchcock's
more variations remain to be
2.5 to 3 inches wide-a complaint
daughter Patricia, a guest at the 3D
found, some of his reconstructions
that wouldn't arise if this were
Expo, confirmed the fact that her
will prove to be imperfect, and
simply a catalog of view titles and
father "hated 3-D." We are not surmore early sets may be found. He
numbers.
prised.
encourages collectors who notice
A former Army intelligence offiMost of Dial M for Murder takes
errors or have new information to
cer, military view collector Bob
place within a single room and
contact him at
Boyd is the'author of numerous
there is an interminable section in
bobbovd720aol.com. m a
papers and articles on subjects
the first reel with "Tony Wendice"
ranging from local Pennsylvania
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3-D BOOKS, VIEWERS, and paraphernal~ato s u ~ t
every stereoscop~cwhim and fancy, all at terrlflc
prices! For a free list, write, call or fax Cygnus
Graphic, PO Box 32461, Phoenix, AZ 850642461, tellfax (602) 279-7658.
3D CATALOGUE Email me for 30 page email catalouge of Tru-Vue, View-Master, Lenticulars,
Realist Slides, Stereocards, 3D Supplies, 3D
Movie Memorabilia. doctor3d@onemain.com
Phone (760) 365-0475. Wanted: Anaglyph
16mm prints.
5x7 GRAPHIC STEREO camera w/3 filmholders.
In working order but sold as is, $3,500.00 plus
shipping. W.N. Trenerry, PO Box 18277, West
Saint Paul MN 551 18-0277, (651) 452-1998.

1

MODERN COLOR stereographs of Iowa scenes
lncludlng covered br~dges and l ~ v ~ nhlstory
g
farms. WV, New Rlver br~dge,Wlsconsln l~ght
houses. Satlsfact~onguaranteed. $8.00 or three
for $21.00. $2.00 shlpplng. Call Norm Appleton
at (515) 224-0658, emall nfa~~le@cs.com
wlth
questions.
NEW REVISED EDITION of John Waldsmith's
"Stereo Views, An illustrated History and Price
Guide" is available signed by the author, $24.95
softbound, add $2.95 postage and handling.
(Foreign customers add an additional $1.25)
please note there is no hardbound of this edition, Mastercard or Visa accepted, John Waldsmith, PO Box 83, Sharon Center, OH 44274.
Website: www.YourAuctionPaae.comhValdsmith.
-

ARCHITECTURE and design classics in the ViewMaster@ format. Works by Frank Lloyd Wright,
hank
Gehry, Charles and Ray Eames, and Others. Send SASE for list: View Productions POB
11835, Knoxville TN 37939 or visit www.view-

BOOK, The Siege at Port Arthur, hardback with
3-D viewer. $15 Econ Air. (Cash preferred). Ron
Blum, 2 Hussey Ave., Oaklands Park SA 5046,
Australia.
--

BRIAN LOUBE'S WTC STEREOVIEWS. Limited
editions of 6 or 20 911 1 WTC stereoviews - NOT
LITHOGRAPHS. $150/set and up includes 25%
for NY Bowery Mission. Dan Shelley - DDDesign. 719-209-2799, dshellev@dddesian.com.
Details at www.dddesian.com/911.
BRIAN LOUBE'S WTC SLIDES. Duplicates of six
9/11 WTC Realist slides; 125 sets. $200/set
includes $50 for NY Bowery Mission. Eisenman,
300 Hessel, Champaign IL 61820,
eisenman8mathware.com. Details at
www.dddesion.corn/911.
-

CENTRAL PACIFIC RAILROAD Photographic
History Museum. Stereographs of the first
transcontinental railroad are now on display at:
htt~://CPRR.orq

-

CONTEMPORARY COLLECTIBLE stereoviews.
Nudes, portraits, creative, computer images by
award winning stereoscopic artist Boris Starosta. eBay auctions two or three times per year.
eBay seller i.d.=starosta. Receive announcements, email: boris@starosta.com
web: www.starosta.com/3dshowcasel
or www.3d6.com (nudes). P.O.Box 772, Charlottesville, VA 22902.
HISTORY AND GUIDE BOOK to Lenticular Technology CD-Rom. Fascinating directory covering
most lenticular images produced by Vari-Vue
and Wonder. Comes with lenticular image,
lenticular lens, software, more. $39.95.
www.Vari-Vue.corn F Didik, Box-7426, New
York. NY 101 16

NU-VIEW CAMCORDER (alt fields) lens - $150;
LCD glasses $30 ea; drivers for same $70;
Realeyes 2D-3D (ports for 4 glasses) $100. Brad
~ i ~ 7728
h ~~~~i~~
~ , A ~ ~ L~~
., ~
~CA
9004.5
NUDE & EROTIC stereoviews. Contemporary fine
art. Creative. Economical annual subscription
available. CD-ROM available. on eBay
seller=starosta Internet catalog shows several
hundred new views:
www.erotica~hotoara~hica.com/boris/ P.O.Box
772, Charlottesville, VA 22902.
Q-VU DIE-CUT FOLDOVER MOUNTS simplify
mounting your print stereo views. Sample kit $6.
Beginner's kits with camera, Holmes viewer,
views, sample kit, mounts, film, batteries,
$79.99 up. Q-VU, Box 55, Holtville, CA 922500055.
RARE 3D BOOKS from around the world! Japan,
Germany, Sweden, France, USA. Nudes,
scenery, art, geography, etc. Also, rare Nintendo
Virtual Boy 3D videogame items! (703) 7190668 (Virginia), or ns~inhead@aol.com.
STEREO PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOP Videos.
Topics include Making Anaglyphs, 2D To 3D
Conversion, Making Stereo Cards, etc. More
coming. $25 each. Details: htt~://home.comcast
.net/-worksho~s/ or send SASE for list to Dennis Green, 550 E. Webster, Ferndale, MI 48220.

ISTEREOVIEW PRICE GUIDE Only $12 0011 Great
for people buylng from auct~onsand for collectors who want to know the latest reallzed auctlon
values Only numbered vlews over $50 are Ilsted. Doc Boehme, 1236 Oakcrest Ave W,
Rosev~lle,MN 551 13, ~nfo@~amdoc
com
THE OHIO Stereo Photograph~~
Soclety lnvltes
you to our meetlngs on the flrst Tuesday of each
month at AAA Headquarters at 5700 Brecksvllle
Road, Independence OH Web h t t //home
~
att
net/-os~s/or George Themells (440) 838-4752
or Chuck Welss (330) 633-4342

ALL LOUIS ALMAN. LOUISAlman and Company,
L. Alman: Stereoviews, CDVs, Cablnet Cards,
Photographs, etc., plus all paper from Lake
Mahopac, NY. Robert Oberlander, Sr., 3505 EastWest Highway, Chevy Chase, MD 20815-5957,
~ (202) 895-5702,
~
l paula ~obie@hotmail.com.
~
,
-

CORTE-SCOPE VIEWS or sets, any subject or
condition. No viewers unless with views. John
Waldsmith, 302 Granger Rd., Medina, OH
44256.
H.C. WHITE "STEREO PACK The Wilson System.
Small sets of views bound with a metal ring at
each top corner. Send description, condition and
price to: Del Phillips, Box 235, Somers, MT
59932 or email s3dcorQcenturvtel.net .
-

I BUY ARIZONA PHOTOGRAPHS! Stereoviews,
cabinet cards, mounted photographs, RP post
cards, albums and photographs taken before
1920. Also interested in Xeroxes of Arizona
stereographs and photos for research. Will pay
postage and copy costs. Jeremy Rowe, 2120 S.
Las Palmas Cir., Mesa, AZ 85202.

STEREO VIEWS FOR SALE on our website at:
www.daves-stereos.com email: wood@
pikeonline.net or contact us by writing to Dave
or Cyndi Wood, PO Box 838, Milford, PA 18337,
Phone: (570) 296-61 76. Also waned: views by L.
Hensel of NY and PA.
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s one of the beneffts of membersh~p,NSA
members are offered free use of classrf~ed
advertnlng Men~bersmay u~e 100 words Per
year, d~v~ded
~ n tIcthree ads Hrith a maxim um
of 35 words per Igd. Addition171 words or crddltfonal ads may be fnserted at the rate of 200
per rvord. Please ~ncludepayr nents with ads
We c.annot provicje b~ll~ngs
Ads will be pli ~ced
~nthe issue being1 assembled at the time (I f
thelr arrival unle!,s a speoflc ilater issue is
. ,
requtesrea.
SenoIall ads, wir!h payment, to.
STER EO WORLD Classifieds,
561(1 SE 71st, PC~rtland,OR !97206.
(A rate sheet for d~splayads 1s ava~lablefrom
the same address Please send SASE)
-_ .-_

A

STEREO WORLD - 64 back issues from 19872003. An outstanding resource material. Lot
price $150.00 postpaid (they are heavy). Marvin
Balick, 5900 Kennett Pike, Wilmington DE
19807, (302) 655-3055.
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COLLECT, TRADE, BUY & SELL: 19th Century
images (cased, stereo, Cdv, cabinet & large
paper) Bill Lee, 8658 Galdiator Way, Sandy, UT
84094. billleetle@iuno.com Specialties: Western, Locomotives, Photographers. Indians, Mining, J. Carbutt, Expeditions, Ships, Utah and
occupational

I

LOUIS HELLER of Yreka and Fort Jones. Callfornia. Anything! Also, any early California or western views wanted. Carl Mautz, cmautzQnccn
.net (530) 478-1610.
MUYBRIDGE VIEWS - Top prices paid. Also
Michioan and Minino - the 3Ms. Manv views
availah for trade. ~eonardWalle, 47530 Edinborough Lane, Novi, MI 48374.

I

STEREO PHOTO TOOLS
SUDEBARS for
SLR'rr----MacUediurn Forrna-nticular
Heavy Duty up to 38" Long
W N CAMERA MOUNTS
Horizontal-Vertical-Toeln
PANORAMIC PHMOGRAPHY
PANO-HEAD II

PRECIUS ENTRY Slide submitted to Beta folio,
but never returned. "Creature From Black
JASPER ENGINEERING
Lagoon" As A Kid - On a Skateboard. Roy Walls,
1240
A
Pear Ave.
View CA 94043
1217 Meadowv~ew Ave., Johnson City TN
.
37601, (423) 928-1725, rwalls4lQvahoo.com
WWW.STERmCOPY.COM/JASPER
.

Mtn.

-

--

Explore the World

-

of 3-L) Imaging, Past & Present, in

COLLECTORS who own Shaker folding stereoscopes by Nelson Chase and who would be willing to provide photos for a research study and
article, please contact Mike Kessler,
mkesslerl88cox.net (949) 661 -3320. Collection
cred~tsglven - anonymity OK.
SEEKING ANY information on a 6x13 cm, medium
format stereoscopic slide projector made by the
Charles Beseler Company New York around
1940? Write to R.P. Lindsell, 12 Church Rd.,
Mountnessina. Essex, CM15 OTH Great Britian.
SINGLE VIEWS, or complete sets of "Longfellow's
Wayside Inn" done by D. C. Osborn, Artist, Assabet. Mass.. Lawrence M. Rochette. 169 WoodSTEREO REALIST 1525 Accessory Lens Kit for
Macro Stereo Camera; Realist 2066 Gold Button
Viewer; Realist 6-drawer stereo slide cabinet in
Exc.+ or better condition (must contain Realist
logo); Baja &drawer stereo slide cabinet with
plastic drawers marked "Versafile". Mark Willke,
200 SW 89th Ave., Portland, OR 97225. (503)
797-3458 days.
STEREOVIEWS OF SAINT LAWRENCE RIVER
1000 lsalnds region of northern New York State,
especially those by A.C. Mclntyre. D.L. Grant,
15451 Lyellton Dr., Clayton, NY 13624, (315)
686-3097.
THE DETROIT STEREOGRAPHIC Society invites
you to attend our monthly meetings at the Livonia Senior Center, on the second Wednesdays,
September through June. Visit our website
htt~:llhome.comcast.net/-dsswebl or call Dennis Green at (313) 755-1389.
WHITE MOUNTAINS: Early photographic views
and stereoviews of new Hampshire White Mountain and northern NH regions, 1850s-1890s
wanted for my collection. Town views, main
streets, bridges, homes, occupational, coaches,
railroads, etc. E-mail images to dsundman
QLittletonCoin.com, or send photocopies to
David Sundman, President, Littleton Coin Company, 1309 Mt. Eustis Rd., Littleton, NH 035613735.
USED RBT 3-D CAMERA with Pentax mounts.
(Models X2, X3, X4, or X2V2 with 75mm base,
full frame images.) Contact David Kure (206)
205-1921 or write with details, 1719 Walnut Ave
SW, Seattle WA 981 16.

650-967-1578

Ernail Jasper31@aol.co-Phone

PUBLISHER sought by the Morro Bay National
Estuary Stereo Photo Survey for 3-D book, CDROM, calendar and postcard set@). Spectacular
hyperstereo aerials, landscapes, water courses,
migratory birds, otters, seals, rare flowering
plants. Contact: a~3dauvQhotmail.com .

Only

$32

a vear from:

NATIONAL
17-;.(; ASSOCIATION,
STEREOSCOPIC
INc.

P.O. Box 86708

Portland
OR 97286

I

Carl's Clean & Clear Archival Sleeves
Polypropolene Acid Free

Cdv (2 314 x 4 318)
Snapshot (3 114 x 4 318)
Postcard (3 314 x 5 314)
4x5
Stereo (3 314 x 7)
Cabinet (4 318 x 7)
5x7
#10 Cover (4 318 x 9 518)
Boudoir (5 112 x 8 112)
8 x 10
8 1.2 x 11
11 x 14
16 x 20 [sealed]

100
100
100
100
100
I00
50
50
25
25
20
10
10

$8
$8
$9
$9
$10
$11
$8
$10
$8
$9
$9
$9
$22

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
200
200
200
200
200
100
100

$70
$70
$80
$80
$90
$100
$30
$35
$45
$45
$50
$55
$140
Total

Shipping $3.75 + $1 extra for each $50 over $50
California residents pay sales tax of 7.38%
Grand Total

Carl Mautz
15472ShannonWay
Nevada City, CA 95959
530-478-1610 Fax 530-478-0466
Order sleeves or books online at www.carlrnautz.com
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19th and
Early 20th
Century
Stereoviews
For Sale
Over 3,500

3 0 Products, Services & Imaging

all illustrated,graded
& priced,(including glass
views), work by Bedford,
England, Sedgfield etc.
Especially strong on UK
and European views.
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u

Only online at:

& Morel

www.worldofstereoviews.com
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American Paper Opt~cs,Inc.,
the world's leading manufacturer of
paper 3D glasses, is your one-stop source
for all your all your paper 3D and stereo
viewer products. We specialize in the custom
manufacture of printed 3 0 glasses with the

-

Anaglyphic (redlblue redigreen)
Polarized (linear and circular)
Diffraction (30 Fireworks)
Eclipse (safe solar viewers)
Pulfrich (television and video)
American Paper Optics is the exclusive

3080 BARTLETT CORPORATE DRIVE BARTLETT, TN 38133
800-7674427.901-381-1515 FAX 901-381-1517
Sse us at ~ ~ ~ . 3 d g h l 5 . d d 0 n l l l ~ ) . c o m
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AUCTIONS

aeffereon Btereopfice
(S~nce1981)

John Saddy

50 Foxborough Grove

London, Ontario

N6K 4A8

CANADA

Main Phone Line (519) 641-4431 Personal Fax Line (519) 641-2899
E-mail: john.saddy.3d@sympatico.ca

CONSIGNMENTS WEIACOME FIROM ANYWIHIEIWE ON EARTIH[
Take advantage of my powerful, extensive, and ever-expanding mailing list, built up through world-wide
advertising and reputation so you the consignor can benefit from excellent prices on choice material.

TERMS FOR CONSIGNMENT
EACH LOT IS CHARGED ITS INDIVIDUAL COMMISSION DEPENDING ON ITS REALIZED PRICE.

"I SPECIALIZE IN
CONSIGNMENTS;
I BUY TOO!"

If lot realizes up to $40 .......................... ....30%
If lot realizes $41.00 to $200.00 ..................25%
If lot realizes $201.00 to $500.00 ................20%

cameras and other equipment.

-

--w

Abraham Lincoln
Sold for 51705.

DOGS AND CATS (B620)

TRE MUNSTERS (B481)

Contact me to get on my mailing list

the Philadelphia
1876 Exhibition

Please specify if your interest is Stereo Cards,
View-Master, or both.

